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Food is more than survival, more than art, and more than a social catalyst. It’s the core of the human 
experience. In Sumac Magazine, we aim to explore our human story through this most basic 

ritual. And in doing so, elevate the everyday into a tool to unite us in celebration 
of human diversity.

Because all humans share a love for food, our goal is to use it as a common thread 

to weave together a quilt of thought and action to bring a divided world closer 

together. Using food merely as a conversation starter, but not as the sole 
focus, we aim to highlight and explore some of the most pressing 

issues facing the world today in a way that oozes with humanity.
After closing the cover of Sumac Magazine, we want you to 

feel like you just shared an intimate meal with fascinating 

people you may never have encountered otherwise, 

through compelling insights and stories that 

you’ll be eager to share with everyone you 

talk to that season.

ali tufan koç, editor / sumac magazine
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Grab a chair.
Enjoy your course.

Pass the salt.
Share the love.

As 
for 
the launch 
issue, we could 
not be more proud of 
having a performer, writer, 
director, and activist Asia Kate 
Dillon on the cover. 

Asia made history by playing Taylor Mason on 

“Billions,” the first non-binary role on American series 

television. Like their character, Asia is non-binary and uses they, 

them, and their as pronouns. They are the voice of our generation 

that rejects all kind of labels and use their power to create a space where 

every single person in our society would feel equal. 

“Until the most marginalized among us;  black, indigenous and people of color, especially 

trans, intersex and genderqueer folks and differently abled folks are held up as essential assets 

towards the survival of us all, no one will be free,” says Dillon in our cover story.
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A Sunset In 
Brooklyn
Our first ever Sumac 

Soirée was back in 

September, as a thank 

you to our contributors 

and supporters for 

being part of the 

Sumac family! We came 

together for sunset over 

the Manhattan skyline, 

sharing unique dishes 

and the stories behind 

them. 

community.

“Growing up with parents and an old school, Italian family 
who have grew up in Brooklyn, comes with a lot of stories 

and certain mannerisms. BRINGING THESE ITALIAN PASTRIES 

HOLDS A DEEP MEANING TO ME IN REGARDS TO FAMILY 

AND LAUGHTER. A tradition that was started without anyone 
knowing. After every family holiday, especially Christmas Eve, 
we would all sit around the table and listen to my grandfather 

(a WW2 vet) along with stories from my uncles about their 
childhood; laughing, joking, and giving me pride as to how I 

was raised and the environment of fun loving people I have as 
a family. The troubled stories of my grandfather’s experiences 
through his life, to troublemaker stories of my crazy uncles; it 

was all while eating the best Italian pastries from Brooklyn that 
were set in the middle of the table. Being from the suburbs in 
New Jersey, we don’t have many of these sweet desserts near 
me, so when they are there in front of me, I have to take a bite. 
Enjoying the coffee, the laughs, my family, and these significant 

neighborhood pastries.” - ROBERT BARRESE

“This summer, my girlfriend and I spent 10 days in Maine. 
I go up every year and was excited to show her what truly 

was special about this place. We stayed at my friend’s house 
and swam in the cold ocean water, caught mackerel and ate 

blueberries right from the bushes. On one evening, my friend’s 
neighbors threw a potluck dinner on a field nearby overlooking 
the ocean - we decided to bring down freshly dug clams with 

garlic butter. It exemplified the summer and that exact moment 
in time.” - ROSS FLORANCE
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Sumac Soirée: 
Istanbul 
Edition
We asked our guests 

to bring their all 

time favorite kitchen 

ingredient or seasonal 

produce with them and 

share the story behind it. 

The chef behind Sanayi 

313 Kitchen, Müge Ergül 

curated a menu inspired 

by guest’s favorite 

ingredients and sweet 

stories. Here are some 

beautiful faces with their 

favorite ingredients.

Actress/producer Tuba Ünsal 
showed up with a bunch 
of cilantro and sparked a 
controversy: “I know it’s a 
hard decision to make. It’s 

hard to find someone who’s 
neutral about cilantro. People 

seem to either truly enjoy 
the stuff or just totally hate 
it. No wonder why I have 

always identified myself with 
cilantro.”

Author Barbaros Altuğ and 
Bone Magazine’s co-founder 
Damla Kürklü share at least 

one thing in common that we 
know of: A deep affinity for 

pumpkins!

Seda Domaniç (editor-
in-chief of Vogue 

Turkey) with a glass of 
milk and a banana. 

Handan Yılmaz with 
a cauliflower.

Chef Müge Ergül 
with a large bulb of 

garlic.

Chef Civan Er with a celery root.
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Sumac 
Tastings: 
Olives of Love 
The olive signifies charity 

and hospitality. The 

olive branch is a symbol 

of peace derived from 

ancient Mediterranean 

basin cultures. Olive 

trees keep their leaves 

all year round and 

spread a good spirit to 

nature and humanity. 

We came together 

with our community at 

the beautiful backyard 

of Homecoming 

Williamsburg to share and 

enjoy the unique flavor of 

hand-picked olives from 

Turkey’s famed Aegean 

olive region. Stay tuned 

to upcoming Sumac style 

tasting experience in all 

around the world. 

Sumac Soirée 
vol.2 
The summer edition 

of Sumac Soireé held 

in the backyard of 

Brooklyn’s first eco-

friendly laundromat-café, 

Celsious partnering up 

with the two genius 

sisters behind, Corrina 

and Theresa Williams. It 

was a feast with poetically 

shared food memories. 

We asked participants 

to share the story of the 

dishes they cooked.

From the buffet: Girit sele olives, 2017-2018, 

hand-harvested. 

These olives are only cured with oil and sea salt, 
no water or chemicals are used in ripening. Olives 
and sea salt are layered simply in a wicker basket. 

This method helps the bitter olive juice drain 
away so you have the real, pure taste.

From the buffet: Kursat 

Natural Black Olive, hand-

harvested.

Kursat stands out for their 
eco-friendly olive groves and 
processing practices. Their 
permaculture production 

results in top quality olives 
that are handpicked when 
they are ripe enough for 

early harvest.

“In Bavaria, where we were born and raised, it’s common 
to have soups – usually bone broth-based – as a starter. 

Our German grandma, who used to cook lunch for 
the entire family (us and our aunts and cousins), made 

a fantastic soup called Pfannkuchensuppe, which is 
essentially crêpe-style pancakes cut up into thin strips 
in a clear broth. We both have a clear memory of her 

frying the Pfannkuchen in a pan and then cutting them 
up on her cutting board. Whoever came in at the time 
she was chopping got a half Pfannkuchen with either 

confectioner’s sugar or jam 
as a sweet treat.” - CORINNA  WILLIAMS, 

CO-FOUNDER, CELSIOUS

Rose-Pie is a Turkish savory 
pastry that has tons of 

varieties throughout the 
country. This one is a take on 
my personal favorite, spinach 
and cheese. Throughout my 

life in Turkey this was the dish 
we would have on Sundays. 
Rose-Pie is tranquility within 

family. – KUZEY TARAN, 

WORKING CLASS HERO 
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DEEP WITHIN THE EARTH, UNDER THE APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS, AN ANCIENT OCEAN, THE 

IAPETUS, CHURNS. The salty water from this hidden prehistoric body has been bubbling 

up to the surface for hundreds of years. Since the earliest days of the country the people 

who live in those mountains have been harnessing its salt. When brother and sister 

duo Lewis Payne and Nancy Bruns revived their family trade in 2013 as JQ Dickinson 

Salt-Works, they learned that this water would yield a gorgeously flaky, mineral-rich 

salt; but it also produced something else, a bitter liquid called nigari. Teeming with 

major minerals like calcium, magnesium, and, of course, sodium, this salt juice is 

more than just a byproduct. Long believed to have positive effects on body functions 

like metabolism, nigari is prized in Japan as a daily supplement. Bruns says she sells 

nigari to a chiropractor in Seattle who swears by its pain-reducing effects. But perhaps 

most intriguing and personally useful is the idea of nigari as a hangover reliever. A 

few drops in a glass of freshly squeezed orange juice or, perhaps more likely, a Diet 

Dr. Pepper from Bojangles, and the nigari can help alleviate a night of questionable 

decisions. According to Bruns, after a customer turned them on to this idea, they began 

developing a product to do just that, Dr. Dickinson’s Hangover Helper. Those little 

pouches of wonder will hit the market this spring. Thanks to its coagulating properties, 

nigari is also useful for tofu-making. Essentially, soy milk plus nigari equals fresh tofu. 

That got Bruns, a former chef, wondering if it could also be used to make fresh cheese. 

A FEW HEATED GALLONS OF RAW MILK LATER, SHE HAD HER ANSWER: OH YES, IT COULD. 

Since that first test batch, Bruns has had success making cow’s milk ricotta and cottage 

cheese, as well as fresh goat’s milk cheese. Now, cheesemakers like Pennsylvania’s 

Caputo Brothers buy enough to last them for six months at a time. If you do happen to 

drop your nigari into, say, a can of La Croix, the slightly bitter and salty flavor will subtly 

transform an ordinary seltzer into something more like Topo Chico, a thirst-inducing, 

craveable beverage you won’t be able to put down. And while it’s fine to add your 

drops of nigari to soda or coffee, the bitterness of nigari begs to shaken into a cocktail. 

IT’S AS BITTER AND COMPLEX AS ANGOSTURA AND WITH A BOOST OF MINERAL POWER. So, I 

mixed a few drops with gin, vermouth, and Campari, and ta-da, the Nigari Negroni was 

born.  

words 

stephanie ganz

photography

sumac content studio

liquid nigari.
/sumac/game on
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Nigari Negroni: 
Combine gin, vermouth 
rosso, and Campari 
(one part each) in a 
cocktail shaker with 
ice. Add three drops 
of liquid nigari. Shake 
and strain into a chilled 
Old Fashioned glass. 
Garnish with an orange 
peel twist. 

game on
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FOR MOST OF MY LIFE, I’VE BEEN DISAPPOINTED BY SOUP. That is not to say I don’t like soup 

— I inhale endless bowls at restaurants, and “everything-I-own” stews are a mainstay in 

my kitchen — but none of them ever live up to my mother’s Chinese borscht. It is the 

ambrosia to which all soups aspire. Its deep, red-orange surface paved with fine beads 

of oil. Beets were uncommon in China, and so tomatoes became the standard base. 

Like other staples of home cooking, most families have their own variations of the soup. 

Some use beef shank; some use pork loin. True heathens think chicken is acceptable. 

My aunt thickens hers with breadcrumbs, while others prefer flour. A family friend opts 

for fresh tomato in lieu of the more commonly used tomato paste. Most varieties are 

pleasant, and some are astonishingly gross. Although the soup is usually made at home, 

it’s still found as a Western option at several “Old Shanghai” restaurants that date back 

to the 19th century. SINCE MY EARLY TEENAGE YEARS, I’VE BEEN SAMPLING EVERY BOWL 

I CAN GET MY HANDS ON. My mother’s remains the idealized form. To prepare it, you 

simmer pork in a large pot of water for hours with a piece of ginger root and a splash 

of rice cooking wine (to remove any meat stank, I’m told), skimming off the clumps of 

coagulated protein that rise to the surface. Any cut will do, as long as it’s not too lean. 

After an hour and a half, you remove the ginger and begin heating oil in a separate 

skillet. Then, you sauté chopped onion in the oil until fragrant, adding it to the pot. 

In the same skillet, you then sauté half a can of tomato paste, sliding that into the 

soup as well. Again, in the same skillet, you then heat more oil and whisk in a small 

amount of flour to make a roux. And again, you add that to the pot. Chopped cabbage 

and rustically-cut carrots go in next. An hour later, chunks of peeled potato enter the 

equation. When the potatoes soften, about 30 minutes thereafter, the soup is ready. 

At this point, it has become vividly rich and savory, the pork slipping off the bone and 

the vegetables on the verge of disintegration. MY MOTHER TOPS IT WITH A SMATTERING 

OF PEPPER AND SERVES IT UP WITH FLUFFY HOMEMADE BUNS OR SAVORY SHANGHAINESE 

PASTRIES. By now, I’ve enjoyed dozens of pots of my own Chinese borscht, aping my 

mother’s imprecise recipe. I served it at my birthday party one year, for some reason, 

alongside the libations. It alway falls just short of my mental criteria: the aroma isn’t as 

intoxicating, the soup never quite as nuanced in flavor, the veggies less buttery smooth. 

Am I resigned to a lifetime of disappointment? Is it amnesia? Every few weeks, I ask 

myself these questions as I perform the rituals of Chinese borscht once again. It’s never 

quite right, but it’s closer every time.

words 

angela wang

photography 

sumac content studio 

styling 

imogen kwok 

chinese borscht.

018

Borscht entered China by 
way of immigrants fleeing 
the 1917 Russian Revolution. 
In Chinese, it’s called luo 
song soup, a transliteration 
that means “Russian” soup.

/sumac/game on
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sumac bitters.marcos guinoza.

interview 

sarah corney

illustrations 

“peach girls”; “solar 
girl” by marcos guinoza 

words 

liam ladnier 

photography 

& styling 

tulya madra  

INSTAGRAM @marcosguinoza HOMETOWN Santos City, Brazil OCCUPATION Illustrator LIFE 

MOTTO If you don’t know where to go, go where you’ve never been. MY IDEAS COME 

FROM… the human being and his contradictions. My art seeks to visually represent 

our emotional states, especially those that torment us most: loneliness, melancholy, 

emptiness, inadequacy of society, boredom, lack of feelings, dissatisfaction, living on 

autopilot. TO ME, FOOD… brings people together, so I use the food to bring my friends 

closer to me. THE FIRST THING THAT I EVER ILLUSTRATED… a male body. THE FIRST TASTE I 

REMEMBER FROM MY CHILDHOOD … chocolate. THE STORY BEHIND “PEACH GIRLS”… In these 

collages, I work with images of oranges, a fruit with a flavor and aroma that remind me 

of good things, cheerful and solar. And I think I can convey that idea in the collages. 

NEXT… I just want to continue creating my art. It is important for me to express myself. 

Creation is almost a physiological need. Sometimes it’s as if the reality around me is not 

enough. There’s this Brazilian poet, Ferreira Gullar, who said that “we create art because 

life itself is not enough”. He is right on so many levels. Art amplifies life, increase its 

volume, its forms, its colors and intensity.

It all started with a sip of a cocktail over the Golden Horn in İstanbul. 

Our drink editor mixologist Kevin Patnode, who also contributed to this issue with 

a terrific essay about his relationship with his father, came up with an idea: THAT A 

MAGAZINE CALLED SUMAC SHOULD HAVE ITS OWN SUMAC BITTERS. 

He went deep in the Spice Market to reach the best exotic ingredients and formulated 

something mystical, spicy, and fruity. 

Here’s the result: A fine harmony of the sumac spice’s savory, earthy, but also tart and 

lemony taste and truly a one-of-a-kind chile flake, isot peppers, Sumac & Isot Bitters.

Hand-crafted in small batches, Sumac Magazine’s artisanal cocktail flavoring Sumac & 

Isot Bitters is now available for purchase to make your cocktail hour more sophisticated. 

sumacmagazine.com

021s u m a c
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a song 
on my mind.

words zack mcknight
photography sumac content studio

Cooking as self-care with Nina Simone.

I HAVE BEEN COOKING FOR MY ENTIRE LIFE. It was an important ritual growing up, and I’m 

indebted to the women who raised me for introducing me to something that became 

one of my greatest joys. For my family, however, cooking wasn’t necessarily about how 

the food tasted or even how it made you feel. It was more about the way that serving a 

home cooked meal could bring together a family separated by distance.

 I have always loved cooking, but making the connection between food and self-care 

didn’t come naturally. I first stumbled across the concept when I was 17 years old. On 

my last day of boarding school, I stood in the middle of my dorm room listening to a 

mixtape I received from a favorite teacher. My roommate had already moved out, and 

I was busy packing the last of what few things I owned into boxes. The powerful piano-

fueled intro of “Ain’t Got No, I Got Life” filled my empty room. Nina Simone’s warm, yet 

weathered voice washed over me. “I ain’t got no home, ain’t got no shoes, ain’t got no 

money, ain’t got no class…” The civil rights activist was singing about the many things 

she wasn’t privileged enough to call her own, synthesizing how it felt at the time to live 

in a racially segregated America. 

I REMEMBER FEELING AS IF SHE WERE SINGING ABOUT ME. I didn’t feel any particular 

attachment to the possessions I was packing away. The comfort of being surrounded by 

liberally minded peers and teachers was coming to an end. I had never had to directly 

confront any of the displacement, injustice, discrimination or even racism Simone 

was singing about, but hearing her words that day gave me a foreboding sense that 

I wouldn’t remain untarnished for much longer. I felt homeless, but not just because I 

was being booted from my prep school. I felt homeless because I was just beginning 

to wake up to the truth of what it meant to live in a country founded on the destruction 

of black bodies like mine. But as the song continues, Simone’s outlook changes for 

the better. She wonders what she does possess that is completely and undoubtedly 

her own. She comes to a simple yet unarguable conclusion. She has her body, her life, 

and her freedom. Her exclamation of love for her most basic possessions was my first 

encounter with the radical concept of deeply loving one’s self. In that moment, I took on 

the resolution to which Simone had led me. I DECIDED THAT NO MATTER WHAT INJUSTICE, 

DISCRIMINATION OR HATE I MIGHT ENCOUNTER IN THE WORLD, I WOULD ALWAYS HONOR 

AND LOVE WHAT I HAD THAT COULD NOT BE TAKEN AWAY. I WOULD TREAT MY BODY AND 

MIND WITH CARE AND RESPECT. Beyond turning to the kitchen to clear my head, I’ve also 

found myself relying on the process of cooking as a way to manage pain and anxiety. 

As I feared when hearing that Nina Simone song for the first time, my experience with 

racial-fueled hate and injustice has only multiplied. Between police violence against 

minorities being at a record high and having a president who takes active steps to 

disparage and damage minorities, the need to honor my body and mind has never been 

more important. So to cope, I cook. Culinary art therapist Julie Ohana believes there’s 

a reason for that. Ohana says grief is tied to memory, and the sensory experience of 

cooking can help someone process those memories in a positive way [“How Something 

Called ‘Culinary Arts Therapy’ Can Change Your Life”, Huffington Post, Apr 18, 2017]. 

It’s not that I run to the kitchen every time I hear news of another black boy gunned 

down by the police or a trans woman killed because her existence was too radical to 

comprehend. Instead I look at cooking as a way to remind myself of what I do have and 

how it can nourish and give me strength to continue. I express gratitude to myself, and 

in doing that, I celebrate everyone who has come before me and made it possible for 

me to be here today.

 Zack McKnight is a creative 
producer living in San 
Francisco, specializing in 
creating stylized branded 
campaigns. 
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find us on Spotify:  
“Cooking with Simone” 
Playlist
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six questions for

massimo 
      bottura.
On the first restaurant he ever visited, having 
tremendous doubts, and always keeping a small 
window open for poetry.

/sumac/game on

What would you want your last 

meal to be?

Tortellini, what else?   

What’s your favorite music to cook 

by?

I have a transcription record player 

at home and over 10,000 vinyl 

records in my collection. I love to 

listen to music  - I mean really listen 

to it – when I am off work and not 

cooking, when I am thinking about 

the kitchen but not cooking. When 

I am in the kitchen, I listen to a mix 

of jazz, blues, and some classic 

rock and roll. I’m really into urban 

folk music, bands like Mumford 

and Sons. Here is a playlist I made 

recently:

Once in a Lifetime, Talking Heads
Moondance, Van Morrison 
All Along the Watchtower, Jimi 
Hendrix 
Blue in Green (Kind of Blue), 

Miles Davis  
Sunday Morning, Velvet 
Underground 
You Can’t Always Get What You 

Want, Rolling Stones

How did you eat when you were 

young? 

I am an Italian chef, born and raised 

in Modena. My kitchen could never 

be anything other than Italian 

because it is in my blood and in 

my bones. I am so lucky to have 

such incredible ingredients around 

me to work with, from Parmigiano 

Reggiano and Balsamic Vinegar 

from Modena, to capers from 

Pantelleria, or pasta from Gragnano 

in Naples, tomatoes from Vesuvio 

and lemons from Capri. Although I 

love the kitchens from around the 

world, I will always be true to my 

Italian roots. I have my grandmother 

and mother to thank for a lesson 

I learned from a very young age: 

Cooking is an act of love. 

What was the first restaurant you 

remember going to?

The first one was Pepino Cantarelli 

in the province of Parma. Cantarelli 

was one of the most interesting 

restaurateurs of his time because 

he brought the Italian trattoria to 

another level. Cantarelli was the 

first trattoria to receive two Michelin 

stars. This changed the whole 

dining scene, in particular, in Emilia-

Romagna, the region where I’m from. 

What I learned is that pomp and 

circumstance is not what makes a 

restaurant a great dining experience, 

nor fancy ingredients, but it is making 

the most with what you have, taking 

simple ingredients and turning 

them into sublime ones, and seeing 

traditional recipes in evolution. 

1

2

3

5

4

You have a very art-centric way 

of looking at food. Do you think 

about the ideas and emotions that 

your dishes evoke? 

Nutrition is not mathematical but 

emotional.  At Osteria Francescana 

we are always playing with our 

culinary memories and looking for 

new ways to make them accessible 

to our guests who come from all 

over the world and may not share 

our childhood flavors. This desire 

to share the true Italian kitchen 

with guests from all over the world 

is very exciting but also difficult. 

People love and adore the Italian 

kitchen and with that - no one 

wants it to change! (Most of all, 

the Italians!) Our work is not about 

forgetting the past but finding the 

most appropriate way to present it 

and share it with our guests today. 

I always say that chefs need to live 

the everyday routine without getting 

lost in it. The biggest challenge 

after years of working in the kitchen 

is to be able to keep a small window 

open for poetry. Poetry of the 

everyday.

6

Have you ever doubted your 

talent? 

The Italian artist Lucio Fontana said 

that making art is about having 

tremendous doubts. I agree, when 

you don’t have doubts you are 

almost blind; it’s our doubts which 

lead us to work harder, discover new 

things, and never stop learning.

words ali tufan koç
photography sumac content studio
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words max marshall
photography sumac content studio

“O cast iron skillet! Passed 
down from Nana, and 
Mama Greene before. 
Seasoned with love, 
tempered with time. 

Layered with memories of 
hush puppies and wine. 
Teflon is slick, aluminum 

even, but nothing compares 
to Nana’s cast iron!”

desire objects
#1: cast iron skillet
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N i k k i This issue:

IT IS EARLY ON A MONDAY MORNING AS I ENTER THE HOSPITAL. I shuffle along the ground 

floor hall, through the old building from the late 60s that has yet to be renovated or 

redecorated, and I enter the hospital’s cafeteria. I grab a red tray and walk up to see 

my morning options: a tub of eggs that has been wading in a metal tub of lukewarm 

water for hours. Its neighbor, a metal tub full of bright yellow powdered scrambled egg 

substitute steaming up on a glass barrier. Hundreds of soggy bacon slices glisten with 

grease, and white bread slumps along its side. I take my usual serving of hard boiled 

eggs, with oatmeal, and begin pouring a cup of the house coffee.

 

I am interrupted by a pleasantly familiar voice.

 

“My favorite one! I made a special afternoon snack for you, you healthy one!”

 

It is Nikki (as she prefers to be called), whom I have now known for almost three years, 

since I started working at this hospital. She is laughing as she hands me a container of 

chopped tomatoes, cucumbers and onions with fresh squeezed lemon and parsley, all 

made from the hospital’s vegetable supply. I AM NOT QUITE SURE WHERE THE PARSLEY 

CAME FROM. Though, since I have never seen it served with any of the hospital meals, I 

suspect it is from Nikki’s home. In any case, on top of getting to work at 5:30am on this 

Monday to start preparing food for the entire hospital, she has taken time for this.

 

She is beaming with enthusiasm. “You need energy for the long day ahead!”

 

I sit down to eat before starting the workday. I put down her container, look at the 

remains of my usual breakfast tray, and I find myself appreciating its aesthetic. On the 

bright red tray sits a white circular Styrofoam bowl filled with two hard-boiled eggs, 

another circular Styrofoam bowl with oats, and in the middle of the two, a plastic cup 

of coffee. The tone of the red, white, and black colors and the circular forms of the 

bowls and the eggs complement each other beautifully, like an abstract cafeteria food 

painting. It could be a mild morning delirium, but I think it is her gesture that has shifted 

my morning this way and allowed me to have this reverie.

 

Nikki works in my hospital’s cafeteria kitchen, preparing the food and serving the 

patients and staff there. I DO WANT TO CALL HER A “LUNCH LADY,” BUT I FEEL IT SOMEHOW 

DISPARAGES HER TO A STEREOTYPE. For anyone who has grown up in the 90s like me 

watching TV shows at home has a specific image of the lunch lady: a middle aged, 

obese, white woman with a net on her head and a case of gout.

words dmitry esterov

In our “heroes” series, the subjects are not what you might 
expect. They are unsung, unheard, unwritten, unformed, and (most 
importantly) unbelievably human. They are everyone. They are 
everywhere. They are real humans bringing a better spirit to the 
world and a smile to so many faces. They bring joy to food and life 
to the environment around them. Dmitry Esterov from our Sumac 
community, wants you to meet Nikki; one of those heroes you’ve 
never heard of.

h e r o e s .

game ons u m a c028
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 And yet Nikki is not a characterization of the lunch lady, but a person trying to make 

meaningful connections with the people around her and give her all to her work. I 

don’t want to over dramatize the work or the hospital. But, it is an environment that is 

monotonous and ordinary, with an arsenal of ingredients and recipes that is about as 

budget-sensitive as a community hospital in central New Jersey can get. And the reality 

is, I am not her ‘favorite one,” as she says - I am one of hundreds of people that she 

has shown such affection to. SHE KNOWS EVERYONE’S NAME, REMEMBERS EVERYONE’S 

FAVORITE THING TO ORDER FOR EVERY MEAL, AND TAKES NOTE OF EACH NUANCE OF 

EVERYONE’S SANDWICH CHOICE AT THE DELI COUNTER. She has inside jokes with all the 

employees and staff. In the brief moments between passing through the cafeteria, 

amongst the business and the stress of the day, I’ve seen people’s faces light up as they 

stop and talk to her. I’ve seen her bring cinnamon from home to jazz up the breakfast 

oatmeal; I’ve seen her bring a smile to so many faces. She brings joy to the food and life 

to the environment around her.

 

I am thankful that it is a quiet morning and I have chance to sit down and get to know 

her a little more. I start with some basic questions - “Nikki, where are you from? Why 

and when did you move to America?”

 

She tells me she is from Keşan, a town about three hours west of Istanbul. And why did 

she move here?

 

She smiles. “For love! I accidentally became pen pals with a man from Bulgaria when 

I was 16. He had escaped from the Soviet Union, and made it to Greece and then 

America. He was living there at the time and was trying to reach his aunt in Bulgaria. 

Somehow, the letter got to my family – a wrong address. But my mother was from 

Bulgaria, and I spoke the language, and we wrote back to him. Six years and many 

letters later, we finally met, and we were married a month later. It was easier to become 

a citizen here then it is today. We have two children and have been married for 39 

years!”

 

I learn that she has been working at this small hospital for over 18 years. “After 18 years 

of being here,” I ask, “what is your favorite part of the job?”

 

She shrugs. “I love the people. I love making people happy.”

 

“Anything you don’t like about the job? You have been working here for almost 20 

years… you haven’t wanted a new job or a change of scenery?”

 

“No, nothing really,” she replies and stops to think for a moment. “There was a time 

many years ago when I thought about switching departments, but I have been happy 

here.”

 Fair enough.

 

And I have to ask, “what is your favorite food that the hospital makes? What is your 

favorite thing to serve?”

 

She gives me a look of subtle and playful disgust.

 

“I can eat the pierogies.”

 

I don’t bother asking Nikki what her least favorite food is – she has too much pride to 

say anything more. Now, with my breakfast finished, I stack the Styrofoam together, say 

thank you to Nikki and exchange a smile, and with that smile lingering, go on to start my 

workday. I am thinking about Nikki later that day as I munch on the delicious salad she 

has made me, and I realize that she is a true hero of mine.

 

OUR LIVES ARE FILLED WITH STORIES. There are the stories we tell ourselves about our own 

life, creating meaning from our experiences and our relationships. There are the stories 

we hear every day of others’ lives. Epic tails fill our newsfeeds - of those traveling, 

of major life events, and of horrific events around the world. It can feel like a race, 

sometimes, to make the most of life, to seek out unique and thrilling moments. We hear 

stories of heroic life-saving events, of awe-inspiring sacrifice, of risking one’s life for the 

greater good.

 

But for most of us, it is the mundane moments – the day-to-day experiences over the 

years, the daily interactions with people – that make up the majority of our lives. It is the 

actions in these moments that I am pointing out. Nikki has been working year in and 

year out for almost 20 years, serving the people of her community, making their lives 

brighter, offering moments of joy, every day. She opens herself up to others, and I see 

others open up to her. I feel that being a hero is contributing to the welfare of others 

within the circumstances of life that one is in, right now. NIKKI HAS WORKED THOUSANDS 

OF HOURS IN THIS WAY.

 

I think we all know a Nikki in whatever field of work we are in – she is not unique in 

this way necessarily. But sitting and eating her delicious salad makes me feel that such 

people deserve to be honored as much as the heroes we see in movies and the heroes 

we read about in the news. Perhaps, while sitting down during the next meal, a reader 

of this can think of the Nikki in his or her own life and celebrate this person too.

Dmitry Esterov is a 
contributing writer for 
Sumac Magazine. Born 

in Soviet Russia and 
raised in New Jersey, 

he is a practicing 
doctor at the Mayo 
Clinic in Minnesota. 

“She opens 
herself up to 
others, and 
I see others 
open up to 
her. I feel that 
being a hero 
is contributing 
to the welfare 
of others 
within the 
circumstances 
of life that 
one is in, 
right now.“
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words ali tufan koç
photos sumac content studio

After nearly a decade, Casey Spooner and his creative partner Warren Fischer 
finally debuted their new album as Fischerspooner, “Sir”, last year, and he 
wants you to have some tonight. We spent a day together last fall with “Sir” 
Spooner, in the streets of Manhattan’s East Village. We revisited his favorite 
spots and memories, and chatted about the old spirit of New York, the 
changing notion of self, and being addicted to performance.

/sumac/game on

a bite with... 
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The notion of self 
is shifting, because 
there is a self-
consciousness to 
the way people 
present themselves. 
On camera, through 
social networks, the 
self has become 
externalized in a 
way. We are living 
through in a very 
strange period of 
human psychology… 
I am making this 
character and 
this character is 
liberating me but 
ultimately people 
change. The self can 
change.

On New York:
I’ve lived here longer than anywhere in my life. Twenty-

two years! When I first came to New York in 1995 I met a 

queer man. He said to me: “New York is like going back 

to college, getting your masters… It takes you three 

years to graduate New York City. The first year is the 

most difficult. Make it three. And after that everything 

starts to roll.” And it was exactly like that. New York has 

something like a social spontaneity. That’s really fun. You 

can just roll with the city. At the same time, it is intense. 

I like that intensity. Every day you wake up in New York 

and ask yourself “Why do I live here?” …You question 

that every day. It keeps you very focused and it makes 

you super ambitious. Because you have to answer that 

question every day. “Why am I here?” and “I am here 

because of this.”

 

On aging wisely:
I don’t have traditional issues with age. I am not having a 

midlife crisis because I don’t have any wife and kids and 

a job. I don’t think I will. I think the midlife crisis is more 

dated to the idea of American dream. You know, wife, 

kids, car… All your life you try to get that fantasy, and 

when you get all of that, you realize it is not satisfying. 

Right now, I am in a phase that all my dreams are coming 

true, which is crazy. Almost like dreams that I forgot I had 

been starting to come true. One of my biggest dreams 

when I was a child was to live in Paris. And I forgot that 

when I decided to move Paris. When I was eight or nine, 

in the South, in a small town, a simple kid, my mother 

used to ask me: “What do you want to do when you 

grow up?” “I want to live in Paris and wear tuxedo.” I live 

in Paris, and I completely forgot that!

 

On being politically charged:
I am pissed, and furious. This is bullshit. I hate and 

love American culture, the American fascination with 

entertainment. Everything is about distraction, nothing is 

about facts. Nothing is about reality. Everything is about 

escapism. You feel like you’re being attacked here in 

America. All the time. Every image, every poster, every 

newspaper…Everything is like a fucking mental attack. 

It’s making people crazy. The political thing has been very 

emotional for me. It’s not an intellectual thing. Because 

when I started making the record, I started in January 

2013, in a completely different world. Completely 

different kind of life. It was a very optimistic but a very 

honest portrait of my experience of contemporary 

homosexuality. Since I started working, many things 

changed. My experience changed. The world changed. 

What once was not political, became more political. It 

wasn’t me that made it political, it was the shift in the 

world that made it political. For example, a video music 

like “TopBrazil” became very political all of a sudden. 

My family is a little bit freaked out because I am a pretty 

moderate person. I present an image on stage and 

media that I am some kind of wild sexual heathen. I am 

actually pretty calm and chill.

 

On becoming the persona you’ve created:
I am doing things that are related to the performance. 

I start them as a character but then they start to have 

an effect on my life personally. Then, I start to become 

the character. I want to be a completely shameless and 

fearless and sexual being just like him. He is healthy to 

me, he is liberating me and making me freer. It’s not just 

helping me, it’s helping everybody else. He has a good 

time. Everyone has been always performing self, now I 

think it is exaggerated because of social media. People 

used to perform through their walks, talks, through their 

interaction with other lives etc. People could become 

different kinds of people in different situations. Now 

these platforms of systems and distribution, this kind of 

constant desire for image, being merged with this need 

for gratification and connection. It can be beautiful and 

amazing. I’m having some experiences that I wouldn’t 

have in the past. So, there is a dark side and then there is 

a beautiful side.

On fame:
This is something I think what I have achieved and I’m 

really proud of and I said to my ex: “I want to be famous 

in such a cool way that you don’t know who I am” 

(Laughs) I love to pretend. It’s so fun to pretend to be 

famous. I love to pretend to be things. When you get 

to pretend to be famous, there is this kind of feeling of 

empowerment. But the reality of it is different. Your self 

becomes a part of an economy and it’s an economy you 

don’t control. You can’t do whatever you want because 

it is going to impact your image and your economy, your 

brand. I’ve always loved just pretending to be rich and 

famous.

 

On performing:
It is my addiction. It is not just a physical high, it is 

intellectual, emotional and spiritual high. It’s kind of 

where you develop ideas…invest in this pursuit and 

intense collision that happens through you, to you… 

You start to feel like you are not yourself. You are 

escaping in notions of consciousness and existence. 

I think the extreme thing may be the same thing, it is 

adrenalized, hyper sense of living reality.

On “the golden age of queerness”:
The great thing being about immersed in this fucked up 

conservative government is that it’s making people really 

swing the other way. I think it’s making people angry, 

more… more confident. People own their queerness, 

feminism and their politics in a way that have never 

been done before. There is no such thing as “straight” 

anymore. Straight is a construct. No one is straight, no 

one is gay. Let it go. Let go all of that.
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confessions

the first thing I ate after my first time by brittany bennett
the first time sitting at the table with shame by jenny dorsey

the first time i got that taste of salt and vinegar in my mouth by kevin patnode 
the first time I found out it’s really not that salty by colby keller

When I was young, maybe four or five, I remember my mother serving 
me warm milk and honey as a night time treat. It’s one of those flavor 
memories and combinations that has stuck with me for my entire life – 
comforting, sweet, balanced. There’s a beautiful simplicity in it, but it has 
inspired what’s probably our most recognizable dish, the milk and honey 
dessert, that I first served at Eleven Madison Park and has since been 
tailored for the menus of NoMad, NoMad Truck, and Made Nice.

a memory for sumac from... 
Daniel Humm

Daniel is Chef/Co-Owner of 
Eleven Madison Park, The 
NoMad, and Made Nice.

the first of everything 

01/04
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It was around noon. Third 

Eye Blind, I believe, was 

crooning through the 

Apple TV. The curtains, 

I mean towels, that 

hung over the window, 

were shielding the view 

over East Harlem. My 

boyfriend shuffled to 

open them, letting the 

light ooze into our dark 

corner of his room. 

It was the afternoon, and 

I was 19. 

The view was the same, 

but I was not. 

I had just lost my virginity, 

and I was very hungry.

Just scratching the start 

of my twenties, I had still 

never been kissed. Mostly 

because I was a romcom 

junkie furiously scripting 

scenes in my head 

like I had installed the 

screenwriting software 

Final Draft in my heart. 

John Hughes pitched me 

a Jake Ryan-leaning-over-

a-burning-birthday-cake 

first kiss, and I invested 

every romantic fantasy 

into a cinematic first 

encounter of lips.

The roll-the-credits kiss 

happened when I was 

buzzed off Mike’s Hard 

Lemonade – which is to 

say, under the spell of a 

harsh sugar high – on the 

balcony of a Battery Park 

high rise. He leaned in. 

I shouted to all of Lower 

Manhattan that I had 

never been kissed before, 

as his nose grazed mine, 

in an effort to defend 

my performance before 

I needed a reason to. 

He repelled, and I went 

on to let all of Lower 

Manhattan and parts of 

New Jersey know that I 

was very nervous, which 

was never part of the 

script. That guy became 

my boyfriend and soon 

Mike’s Hard Lemonades 

didn’t make me feel that 

sick anymore.He told 

me to tell him when I 

was ready. And until 

then, we’d just go to 

concerts, eat bagels and 

sleep over without any 

expectation. Three or 

four months in, laying 

on the bottom bunk of 

a dorm bed, veiled by 

the romantic private 

enclosure of a throw 

blanket, I was ready.

The most notable thing 

I learned from my first 

time was that sex makes 

you hungry. I felt hunger 

like a vampire parched 

for blood desperate to 

suck down liters through 

a straw like a juice box in 

the summer. Thankfully 

the dorm fridge was a roll 

away from the bed where 

it had always played 

the part of our third 

wheel companion. There 

were days we did not 

see daylight, not even 

through drawn curtains, 

I mean towels, and 

stayed in bed watching 

movies and making out 

and eating whatever was 

stocked in the fridge. But 

nothing that ventured out 

of that fridge or in that 

room, NOTHING, was as 

eye-rolling-to-the-back-

of-your-head good as the 

first sandwich I ate after 

losing my virginity. The 

contents of the sandwich 

aren’t riveting. Cold cut 

turkey slices with a texture 

similar to slime and two 

slices of Muenster cheese 

extracted from the back 

of the fridge and maybe 

a little sour smelling. 

Smushed between a 

stale Kaiser roll from the 

bodega across the street, 

freckled with cornmeal so 

course it scratched your 

tongue. It was served 

with a chilled bottle of 

orange Gatorade. The 

unassuming, less popular 

flavor you have by your 

bedside when you’re sick.

But upon the first sip, the 

orange Gatorade was 

more like divine nectar 

from a fruit that only 

blossoms from a tree in 

the Garden of Eden.

My bare legs dangled 

over the bed like my 

feet were dipping into a 

warm lake. A green fleece 

blanket draped over 

my lap as a placemat. 

This was not unlike 

the sandwich my mom 

had always stuffed into 

my nylon lunchbox in 

elementary school but 

this is NOT my mother’s 

turkey sandwich. This was 

not what I experienced 

as a kid at the lunch 

table. And, holy shit, has 

anyone ever ACTUALLY 

tasted a turkey sandwich 

before?

In reality, a stale sandwich 

had been constructing. 

But I was in fantasy 

beyond my scripted 

abilities and, oh-my-god, 

my boyfriend should 

consider the position of 

executive chef at Union 

Square Café. Floppy 

turkey cuts played off like 

steak. The cheese could 

have been imported 

from the finest caves 

in Northern Italy. The 

Kaiser roll might have 

been naturally leavened 

courtesy of a sourdough 

starter cared for through 

generations. The golden 

nuggets of corn meal 

crunches complimented 

the plush pillow of the 

dough so delicately. It 

was a sandwich, in my 

opinion, worthy of a 

James Beard award. We 

should at least call up 

The New York Times and 

put my boyfriend’s dorm 

room on the map.

There wasn’t a smear of 

garlic aioli. No butter leaf 

lettuce harvested from 

the backyard garden. No 

freshly cracked pepper. 

No garnishes except 

for a sprinkling of finely 

chopped, pure and 

euphoric feelings.

Losing my virginity 

was the umami to a 

rather simple sandwich 

stack. My new favorite 

seasoning was sex. 

Even though that’s not 

something you can keep 

on the shelf in the pantry. 

Although, you could 

probably have sex in 

the pantry. My tongue 

discovered new texture to 

the turkey and the same 

rolls I chewed through a 

million times before. And 

it relished in the sour bite 

of a sophisticated dorm 

fridge aged cheese.

Music can transport a 

person to a time and 

place they’re nostalgic 

for. Third Eye Blind 

takes me back to that 

dorm room on 116th 

street. This sandwich 

was a melody, too. A 

hypnotic tune that I try 

to capture again and 

again. The first time I had 

sex I remember through 

awkwardly clenched 

eyes. But the sandwich, 

I remember it like every 

word to a favorite song.

Never lose your virginity on an empty stomach. 
words

brittany bennett 

the first thing…
I ate after my first time.

“The most notable thing I learned from my first time 
was that sex makes you hungry. I felt hunger like a 

vampire parched for blood desperate to suck a few 
liters through a straw like a juice box in the summer.”

Brittany Bennett is a 
contributing writer 
living in Vermont. 
She “writes pies 
and bakes stories.” 
Her first book “The 
Taartwork Pies 
Cookbook” is out 
now.

confessions
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On my first day of 

summer camp, I stabbed 

a thick slice of ham with 

my fork. I’d rarely eaten a 

meal without chopsticks, 

and it seemed odd to 

me that food would be 

served in such a manner, 

a giant chunk impossible 

to eat. My teacher 

grabbed my hand and 

waved it in the air for 

everyone to see. “We do 

not eat like this. We have 

manners.”

 

A few days later, our class 

was treated to freshly 

baked chocolate chip 

cookies. I’d never had 

one before, and I was 

so excited. I plucked a 

cookie off the platter and 

began to eat, smacking 

my little lips to show 

enjoyment. “Close your 

mouth,” a classmate’s 

mom scolded me. 

“People who eat like that 

are disgusting.”

 

I was young and my 

English paltry, but I 

understood. Shame does 

not bear the confines of 

any language. Here, in 

my new home, it only had 

one message: we set the 

standards – you follow 

them.

Shame threw a temper 

tantrum at 13, insisting 

I only eat school lunch 

from then on. The 

argument spanned days. 

“We can’t afford it,” my 

mom said tearfully, trying 

to interject reason. Both 

my parents were only 

junior research scientists; 

we had five mouths to 

feed and more back 

home in China. “Well you 

aren’t a very good mom 

then!” I screamed back 

at her.

 

I won. I got my fried 

chicken tenders and 

mashed potatoes, 

microwaved pizza with 

plastic cheese. That first 

day eating my lunch with 

a spork off a Styrofoam 

tray, I learned something: 

eat the right food, and 

you can be one of us.

 

Even when the context 

changed, the principle 

stayed with me. Within 

the first week at culinary 

school, my chef-instructor 

felt compelled to ridicule 

the lack of cheese within 

East Asian societies. “So 

strange these cultures 

are just missing an entire 

segment of food,” she 

snickered. After class, I  

had some triple Crème 

de Brie and thought 

about my parents, how 

lactose intolerant they 

were, the constant 

supply of Pepcid in their 

medicine cabinet and 

decided I hated their 

entire, inferior gene pool.

By month seven, I was 

thoroughly conditioned 

by the authority of 

French gastronomy. After 

meandering through the 

differences in terroir of 

regions from Normandy 

to Brittany, the merits of 

Sancerre to Sauternes, 

spending two days in 

Chinese cuisine felt like a 

nuisance. My classmates 

echoed this sentiment 

with hefty sighs of 

confusion over Shaoxing 

wine. “How do you even 

pronounce this stuff?” 

my peer wondered out 

loud, a thought I’d had 

almost every French-

based class as I tried to 

wrangle my tongue into 

the seemingly impossible 

shape of “gougère”.

 

As the only Asian person 

in the room, I was called 

over to resuscitate a 

sauce. It tasted flat and 

bland, because it was 

missing Zhejiang black 

vinegar, a common 

ingredient of the region. 

But who was I to say? 

I turned to my chef-

instructor for a second 

opinion. “I know what 

you need,” he assured 

me, before returning 

with an entire canister 

of ketchup. “The best 

Chinese chef I know told 

me this is the secret to all 

your food.” Next to him, 

my classmate scoffed. 

“Oh. I should’ve known.”

 

Such is the curious thing 

about shame: ultimately, 

the perpetrator and the 

victim become the same. 

Internalized doubt and 

disgust twist the words of 

the others into rhetoric 

that takes the shape 

of your own thoughts. 

Even when faced with 

an opportunity to stand 

up to the dissonance, 

shame kept me quiet. 

After all, there was a clear 

delineation between 

being from a culture and 

being cultured.

 

The so-called ‘Stockholm 

Syndrome’ landed me a 

job at a French-Belgian 

chain. It was my birthday, 

the day that I was allowed 

to bring my own treat 

for the celebration. I 

chose an Asian-style 

sponge-cheesecake, one 

of my absolute favorites. 

Despite my scant salary, 

I had sprung for multiple 

cakes to share at the 

office. There was a white 

vanilla cake in attendance 

as well, sponsored by 

the company, because 

management reminded 

me, “we don’t want to 

exclude anyone.”

 

After the obligatory song, 

we gathered along a 

communal table to eat. 

It felt like school lunch 

again: us minorities 

shuffling in our seats, 

furtively glancing at each 

other’s plates to ensure 

we chose the proper 

assortment of food. I 

was relieved to see my 

manager had taken a 

small slice of cheesecake 

and beamed at him. 

When he saw me, he 

looked down wearily at 

his plate. “I like this one,” 

he said, nudging the 

vanilla cake. He shifted 

his gaze to my cake, 

“this, not so much.”

 

“Well I don’t care,” I said.

I was twenty-three but 

I felt six again, my fork 

in the air and hurt in my 

lungs. Only this time,  I 

wasn’t ashamed. There 

was anger. Here I was 

waiting for acceptance 

of my food, my culture 

by some foreign savior 

because shame told 

me I was not worthy to 

give that endorsement 

myself. It was the same 

reason I sat idly by as my 

Korean colleague told 

The art of accepting your taste buds the way 
they are. 

words 

jenny dorsey

the first time…
sitting at the table with shame.

confessions

Jenny is a professional chef 
and creative person based 
in NYC. She specializes 
in experimental culinary 
content and experiences, 
with a special focus on AR 
& VR. Her current, main 
project is launching a virtual 
reality and food dining 
experience as part of her 
not-for-profit Studio ATAO 
(@StudioATAO).
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me his future restaurant 

may be small plates, 

but surely “something 

more elegant” than ban 

chan; when my Filipina 

colleague said food from 

the islands was strictly 

meant for family meals, 

not fine-dining. We didn’t 

believe there could 

be progress without a 

white knight. Even if he 

usurped our stories, at 

least we could be part 

of one.

 

Shame wrote that 

narrative for us, and it is 

fiction. My voice – your 

voice – does not exist as 

a hand-me-down, just an 

echo to someone else’s 

affirmation. We are the 

rightful authors of our 

own experiences, and 

our fight is to tell them 

as they are: multifaceted, 

complex, imperfect. Our 

food deserves the same 

treatment; the standards 

of “good” food do not 

fall in some preselect 

criteria – it is for us to 

change and shape.

 

Deciding to embrace 

my past didn’t happen 

overnight. Sometimes, 

small reminders are 

what keep me going. 

Just last week I spotted 

a “Chinese Cookie” at 

a bakery and dared ask 

what made the cookie 

Chinese. The young 

black cashier helpfully 

informed me it was made 

in the style of a Chinese 

almond cookie, a good 

luck symbol adapted from 

a walnut-dotted version 

originally made for 

emperors. “They’re really 

good,” he concluded.

 

I almost teared up at 

his educated response. 

“Thank you,” I said, “I 

ate these as a child and 

had forgotten how much I 

liked them.”

“We are the rightful authors of our 
own experiences, and our fight is to 
tell them as they are: multifaceted, 

complex, imperfect. Our food 
deserves the same treatment; the 
standards of “good” food do not 

fall in some preselect criteria – it is 
for us to change and shape.”

confessions
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For him, one vodka 

tonic on the rocks with 

a squeeze of lime. For 

me, one bag of salt and 

vinegar chips. As he 

drank more and more, I 

would eat so many chips 

that my tongue became 

raw and sore. I could feel 

my tongue dry out and 

I’d gulp soda to quench 

my thirst as he made 

forty-minute friendships 

with anyone willing to 

listen to his crass humor. 

I was still in soccer shoes 

and the same sweaty 

clothes I had just played 

in. He was just as dirty as 

the construction site he 

had stepped off of hours 

before. He was the man I 

was named after, the man 

I shared a birthday with. 

He was my father. 

When a woman sat 

near him at the bar, he 

would shove quarters 

into my hands and shoo 

me away to try and win 

stuffed animals from the 

claw-machine. I spent 

hours playing air hockey, 

drinking frozen daiquiris 

that stained my tongue 

red, begging for more 

quarters and eating those 

salt and vinegar chips.

Perhaps the reason I feel 

so comfortable working 

in a bar is because I grew 

up in one. Bar life was 

what I came to know. I 

loved the small talk, the 

characters you would 

overhear day in and day 

out, the way people felt 

relaxed and bonded over 

even the smallest things. 

The way a bartender 

moves about his bar, 

the sound of ice being 

scooped or a round of 

drinks being clinked 

together in cheers, the 

smell of savory bar food, 

and the light waft of 

cigarette smoke from 

outside.

A bar was one of the only 

places I saw my father 

truly happy. I always 

imagined the day where 

I could saddle up next to 

him and order a round 

of two vodka tonics 

on the rocks, a drink I 

memorized before I knew 

my siblings birthdays. But 

that day never came, and 

years later when I started 

to drink, I realized I hated 

the taste of tonic, and I 

never cared for vodka. 

Bartenders are not just 

there to serve drinks. 

We listen to problems, 

suggest remedies, both 

liquid and hypothetical, 

and mostly, we observe. 

We watch as a guest 

sips a glass for a look of 

satisfaction and approval, 

we witness first dates 

make small talk over a 

bottle of wine, and for 

me, I’ve always loved 

silently listening as 

parents and their grown 

children share a drink and 

past memories.

I have a observed a 

son come out of the 

closet to his father, a 

mother confess (albeit 

accidentally) her use 

of recreational drugs 

to her two daughters, 

and a young man ask 

his girlfriend’s dad for 

her hand in marriage. 

All of these interactions 

required one thing: a 

round of drinks. A shot of 

whiskey for the shocked 

father, three glasses of 

rosé and an ashtray for 

the ladies, and a bottle 

of champagne for the 

glowing dad and future 

son-in-law. There is 

something so special 

about these interactions, 

a moment of great 

contrast between old 

and young, a difference 

in power and sometimes 

maturity, but at the 

same time a moment of 

equality. A shared space, 

sitting side by side, the 

ability to order a drink 

and enjoy the simple 

pleasure of adulthood 

and freedom that a bar 

provides. 

I never sat at the bar 

and shared a beer with 

my father; after all, I 

was just twelve when I 

saw him last. But I do 

occasionally wonder 

about the moments we 

could have shared. My 

own coming out, advice 

when I wanted to move 

to Turkey, a conversation 

about why he left or 

something as simple as 

enjoying a cold drink and 

silently appreciating that 

moment of equality. 

Some nights as I stand 

behind the bar, observing 

these relationships, I 

get that taste of salt and 

vinegar in my mouth. A 

taste of nostalgia that 

helps me remember 

where I came from and 

how much I have grown. 

A reason for my career, 

my happiness, and my 

constant desire to quench 

that lingering thirst. 

words 

kevin patnode

“Looking back, my father would 
be one of my least favorite bar 

patrons. He was loud and unfiltered 
with lowbrow humor, and quite 

frankly a drunk. But not even those 
memories could not dissuade my 

desire to work in a bar.”

the first time…
I got that taste of salt and vinegar 
in my mouth.

This is a story about a father-and-son bar talk 
over a cold beer that never happened. 

Kevin Patnode 
is a World Class 
Competition winning 
mixologist. He 
discovered his passion 
for food early in 
life over the family 
table but started 
learning the basics of 
bartending to support 
himself while studying 
international relations 
in China. He has been 
working in bars and 
restaurants in Istanbul 
for the past seven 
years. 

confessions
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In the beginning was 

paradise. 

A garden of endless 

prosperity, perfection in 

in abundance–commands 

the imagination of 

billions. 

This ancient garden, 

however, sits atop 

another beginning, a 

deeply buried origin, 

from a story only recently 

resurrected. Adam and 

Eve aside, this vast, 

hidden ocean, mercurial 

and dissident, gave 

birth to Life itself. All of 

us carry a small portion 

of this ocean inside us. 

Water after-all, makes 

up the overwhelming 

majority of our body 

mass.

It shouldn’t surprise then 

that the liquid of Life 

tastes a little salty.  

I can’t remember the 

first time I tasted semen, 

but undoubtedly, the 

experience was a self-

contained one. I can only 

conjure vague flashes: 

pubescent legs swung 

haphazardly overhead, 

the growing pain in my 

neck nearly sabotaging 

the whole affair. 

How to explain my 

eagerness? 

When did this desire to 

satisfy newly acquired 

curiosities, hard to 

place in any other 

context, overwhelm 

my otherwise rigid and 

unconquerable sense of 

the “appropriate”. 

No degree of restraint 

could have competed 

with the flood of 

hormones now hijacking 

my body. 

Then, the fateful moment: 

hot, viscous streams of 

white strike my cheek. 

Next, uncontrollably, my 

tear duct falls victim. 

Eyes closed and nearly 

I most appreciate in a 

throatful of jizz – khanom 

tuey. 

Khanom tuey means 

“little dish” in Thai, 

named for the small 

half-dollar size ceramic 

ramekins that usually 

contain it. Often sold as 

street food, khanom tuey 

resembles semen not 

only in its delicate flavor 

profile, slightly sweet and 

yes, salty, it also bears 

a striking resemblance 

both in appearance and 

temperature to the stuff 

of Life – served piping 

hot straight from the 

steamer.

A version of coconut 

custard, each ramekin 

comes topped with a 

thin layer of slightly 

salty cream. Even if you 

don’t appreciate the 

sea of our origins quite 

as adamantly as I do, 

I highly recommend 

khanom tuey as a noble 

substitute. 

blinded, the final stroke 

leaps miraculously to its 

intended target: patient 

lips tentatively ajar, 

tongue waiting. 

Hardly the ecstatic 

revelation I expected, my 

body quickly jolts back to 

normal.

Years of practice later, 

that initial self-enclosed 

loop of curiosity now 

flung widely open, my 

appreciation for semen, 

and it’s often complex 

flavor, has certainly 

gained more traction. 

What kind of porn star 

would I be if I didn’t? I 

crave cum, in fact. Not 

usually in my mouth, 

granted, but I hardly 

object to the occasional 

conjugal digestif. 

I crave cum so much, one 

of my favorite desserts 

closely approximates the 

delicate balance of flavors 

Paradise In 
The Palm
(Makes 24 little cakes, 

about 6 servings of 

khanom tuey)

Ingredients 
3/4 cup rice flour

1/4 cup sugar
1/4 cup palm sugar or 

light brown sugar

1 cup water
2 fresh or frozen 

pandanus leaves, 

processed in a blender 

with 1/4 cup water and 

strained, or 1/2 teaspoon 

jasmine or vanilla extract

1 1/2 cups coconut milk 
1/4 teaspoon salt

1/3 cup freshly 
shredded coconut or 
toasted store-bought 
coconut flakes
Handful of berries

Instructions
1 Combine 1/2 cup rice 

flour, both sugars and 

water in a mixing bowl. 

Measure 2 tablespoons 

pandanus juice, stir it into 

the bowl and set it aside. 

(Or use 1/2 teaspoon 

extract.) 2 In another 

mixing bowl, combine 

the coconut milk, the 

remaining 1/4 cup rice 

flour and the salt. Stir 

well and set aside.  3 Fill 

the bottom pan of the 

steamer two-thirds high 

with water and bring to a 

gentle boil. Line as many 

dishes as you can in the 

racks then cover and heat 

them for 10 minutes.

4 Uncover the steam 

rack and ladle about 2 

1/2 teaspoons of the 

rice flour batter into the 

heated dishes. (Make sure 

to stir well each time.) 

Fill all the ramekins this 

way. Cover and steam for 

about 10 minutes. The 

batter should be firm.

5 Remove the cover, 

making sure any 

condensation doesn’t 

drip down into the 

custard. Spoon about 1 

teaspoon of the coconut 

milk batters on top. 

(Make sure to stir well 

each time.) 6 Cover and 

steam for another 10 

minutes. Remove the 

dishes and allow the 

cakes to cool for at least 

30 minutes. To serve, 

place 4 dishes in the 

center of a plate. Garnish 

each with shredded 

coconut (berries are also 

optional) and serve at 

room temperature with a 

long dessert spoon. 

Colby’s Tip:
Eat both layers at the 

same time so the sweet 

and salty flavors are nicely 

balanced.

words 

colby keller

the first time…
I found out it’s really not that salty.

I can’t remember the first time I tasted semen, but 
undoubtedly, the experience was a self-contained 
one. 

Colby Keller is an 
American visual 
artist, blogger and 
pornographic film 
actor. His favorite 
flavor is surprisingly 
something salty. 

a recipe from colby

confessions
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dcI grew up in Nuevo Mexico. I went to the school over the border. In those 
days, it was an open border. It wasn’t a big deal to live on one side of 
the border and to study or work on the other side. There’s a kind of chili 
that grows there. New Mexico Chili. Sometimes, it’s called hatch chili. It’s 
a little bit different from other chilis as we know them. If you have the 
real thing, you can taste the landscape. It’s an amazing thing. Within the 
flavor, there is that particular desert feeling. If you buy them in a store in 
California or New York, they don’t have the same quality. You need to get 
them there. You cook food with it. It tastes like the place. It tastes like the 
air. It tastes like the sky. It tastes like the water. It somehow captures the 
whole environment. I would have been very small the first time I tasted it. 
I’m sure it was before I had memories.

a memory for sumac from... 
Jaron Lanieer

Jaron is an American computer 
philosophy writer, computer scientist, 

visual artist.

the first of everything 

02/05
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SUMAC: One of the reasons for doing this dinner series is not just talking about food 

itself, but also exploring other communities, different approaches to life and various 

cultures. In this case, exploring the Hasidic Jewish community. For a lot of people 

who happen to be living in traditional Jewish parts of Brooklyn, for example, they 

see Hasidic people walking down the street, but they may have no concept of 

what the culture is like, what the traditions are like. What, do you think, are the 

misconceptions they may have about people in that community or what defines that 

community that people aren’t aware about? 

RABBI GREENBAUM: I think a lot of people see a person dressed like this and think “He 

doesn’t know what’s going on in the real world.” But if you sit around an average dinner 

you’d hear them talk about everything that you’d hear anywhere else. 

 

SUMAC: In which way do you feel that the outside world would misconstrue what 

you’re all about? Do you actually encounter people having certain opinions about 

you?

RABBI: I live in New Jersey which is one of the most Jewish places in the world. For 

example, I was in France for a day, and there are places where Jews just don’t want 

to walk, because it’s very dangerous. Growing up, I even had a hard time in Australia, 

where there were few Jews, and people could be ignorant. We had bomb scares in 

school, eggs thrown at us, swastikas and all that. But here in New Jersey, especially 

at the College of New Jersey, I get more respect for being Jewish. Literally. The more 

Jewish I am, the more respect I get. On the other hand, I also feel that some non 

religious Jews think that I judge them. Because I am a rabbi. They feel guilt when they 

see me.

SUMAC: It seems like there can still be a lot of miscommunication between different 

Jewish people. And misunderstandings of what makes a Jew a Jew, who counts as 

a Jew, who isn’t. Although, to some extent food can be a cultural connector. 

RABBI: Absolutely. This is a perfect example. They come here, we have a Friday night 

dinner, and all of a sudden, we’re friends. Because they realize “Oh we are all just Jews, 

Jews are just people.” Non-Jews also come and enjoy it, and over food it all breaks 

apart. A little wine helps too! 

EVAN: Friday night dinner is kind of the olive branch. That person that you don’t 

usually interact with, once you start having a conversation, instead of “Hey let’s go get 

coffee” sometimes it’s “Come over for Friday night dinner.” So it becomes a way to 

get together with people we want to talk to, come over. It’s the extending of the olive 

branch.

SUMAC: So, what was the original inspiration for doing these dinners every Friday 

night, inviting people from the community, what inspired all this?

RABBI: Basically, Chabad is an organization that we run under and we are trying to 

primarily help the students, in any way we can. With a focus on Jewish traditions. Jewish 

Rabbi Greenbaum, originally 
from Australia, and Zeesy, 
who grew up in Crown 
Heights, Brooklyn, come 
from a tradition within 
Hasidic Judaism called 
Chabad-Lubovitch, which 
originates in Poland 
and Russia, but that is 
widespread around the 
globe. 

Tracht gut, vet zein gut* 

The Sumac team ventured to Ewing New Jersey, the home of The College 
of New Jersey, to meet with Rabbi Kivi Greenbaum, his wife Zeesy, and their 
family over a delicious, traditional Shabbat dinner. The family offers their 
home as a spiritual home-away-from-home for college students who want to 
connect with each other and with their history. Max, our Managing Director, 
who is also Jewish, joined the dinner, along with Evan Kreuter, an alumnus 
of the College, and Jeremy, who is a student in the process of converting to 
Judaism.

*“Think good and it will be good”

dinner conversations
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students today at TCNJ didn’t have many options, when we arrived, to really practice 

and celebrate. If you look at any family where tradition is strong, Shabbat is always up 

there. It’s the epicenter of the culture. Once you lose it, the rest of the traditions and 

cultural heritage kind of fade away. If we could give the opportunity to students to 

celebrate Shabbat, it will help in their identity, in their celebration of life, in their Jewish 

identity and hopefully make them stronger, happier, healthier, prouder, fuller people.

SUMAC: Is there a temple that you go to, or this is it here?

RABBI: Yeah, that’s here. We usually move chairs and put some tables here.

ZEESY: This is the multi-purpose room. It’s the kids’ playroom, then it becomes a dining 

room, also becomes a prayer room, also becomes a classroom. Whatever you want. 

Bedroom occasionally. We do Shabbos here. 

SUMAC: Do you ever invite non-Jewish people to Shabbat, also?

MAX: I’ll invite anybody. To me, Shabbat is a very special thing. Even if it’s is as simple 

as I don’t check my phone as much on Friday night and Saturday. There’s something 

about it that is holy in that I feel a special connection to everything around me in a 

more present way. Think about it: You wake up in the morning, and don’t reach for your 

phone. I wake up with the sun, go outside for a walk or I go for a run. I come back, take 

a shower and make myself some food, and it’s just a peaceful time. On a Friday night, 

it’s like instead of going out for drinking at a bar, you bring your friends together over 

dinner. No work. No checking phones. You just get together in the present. In modern 

life, we’re so constantly on our phones and easily distracted. To have a reason to 

disconnect, it’s a powerful thing. It brings communities together in an extremely strong 

way. Many people in society today are looking for a way to find that disconnection, 

to connect to each other. Jews have been doing it for five thousand years. It’s like this 

secret, ancient antidote that we’re all seeking in some way.

SUMAC: Is this a traditional Shabbat meal we are having right now? Is this pretty 

much always what’s served, or are there variations from Friday to Friday? 

JEREMY: It’s usually three courses. There’s almost always chicken. Sometimes fish and 

chicken. Salads… Yeah, this is pretty typical. This is more like Ashkenazi. 

EVAN: My wife is Sephardic, she is from the other sect of Judaism. So, in getting 

accustomed to each other’s traditional foods, first time she came to my family’s house 

and saw kasha varniskes with whole grain buckwheat and bowtie noodles, she was like 

I don’t want this one because it looks different. But eventually after the third or fourth 

time, now that’s the thing she asks for when she comes over. She got used to our side of 

the tradition.

 

SUMAC: But if you think about it, Jews left Israel, they scattered over Europe and 

Asia and Africa, and collected different types of cooking styles. All these different 

Jewish cuisines picked up Iraqi food, Persian food, Moroccan food and Spanish 

food and Polish food and Ethiopian food and it’s all coming together and creating 

Chabad-Lubovitch, a 
tradition within Hasidic 
Judaism, is known for 
community outreach, 
offering services like the 
ones they offer at the 
College, namely religious 
resources, community 
gatherings, traditional meals, 
education, and spiritual 
guidance, both to religious 
and unaffiliated Jewish 
members of the campus 
community. 

dinner conversations
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new Jewish cuisines. What’s a dish that you’re grateful for?

MAX: Matzah balls. I am grateful for them because they are staple in important meals. 

They are always a way to judge someone based on how well they make them. And if 

someone makes them well it’s something that they can be famous for. Everyone looks 

forward to this holiday when so-and-so is going to make the best matzah balls. 

RABBI: I’ll show to you a Yiddish expression, which is one of these powerful messages 

that we have. That is, in Yiddish it goes “Tracht gut, vet zein gut”. It means “Think good 

and it will be good.” Yada yada yada. Be positive.

SUMAC: That’s powerful. 

SUMAC: Zeesy, how did you decide what we were going to eat tonight? 

ZEESY: There is a bit of the Jewish food. But more about breaking the misconception 

that Jewish food is boring. We’re not just sitting around drinking borscht and eating 

gefilte fish out of a jar. We actually do know how to eat, and we eat pretty well! To me, 

Jewish food is not necessarily that the food is Jewish food. It’s that what we’re doing is 

Jewish, and we’re eating. There are very typical Jewish foods. Kugel, for example, is a 

typical Jewish food but in every culture, you have an equivalent. So, it’s not something 

that you only find in Jewish food. Every culture has the comparable foods. But it’s what 

the food comes with, not so much the food itself. So, for us, food comes with Shabbos 

every weekend. Come Friday night, no matter what’s going on we sit down, we have a 

dinner, regardless. You could have a crazy day like we were having five minutes ago, and 

then sun goes down, you light candles, you sit down at the table and you have a family 

meal. That’s it, everything stops. On holidays we have specific foods that go along with 

them, but it’s not like a Jewish food. We have our Jewish new year, we eat apples and 

honey. That’s more about the timing rather than the food.

RABBI: A lot of foods actually have a significance that keeps the tradition alive. Like 

challah, for example, you’ll notice we serve two loaves. The reason for that is because 

it reminds us of our history. The history being the time we left Egypt and spent forty 

years in the desert. Every Friday, Moses received double the portion of manna so no 

one would go hungry on the Sabbath while they weren’t working. So, to commemorate 

that, we eat two loaves of challah.  Food is very powerful if you know how to use it. In 

addition to the ways which it brings people together, which in itself is amazing. 

SUMAC: It has actually kept the entire religion alive, if you will.

RABBI: Yeah. We only remember the exodus because of the matzah that we eat, on 

Passover. Horseradish we have on Passover, to remember bitter times. These foods, 

literally, are what have kept the tradition alive.

   

SUMAC: Let’s talk about the marriage traditions. 

EVAN: Getting married for me was a blending of traditions. They went for background 

check. So that they knew that the background I was bringing was a Jewish background. 

Because I wasn’t from their side of the community. I had to take the picture of my 

“Come Friday 
night, no 
matter what’s 
going on we 
sit down, we 
have a dinner, 
regardless. 
You could have 
a crazy day 
like we were 
having five 
minutes ago, 
and the sun 
goes down, 
you light 
candles, you 
sit down at the 
table and you 
have a family 
meal. That’s 
it, everything 
stops.”
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grandfather’s tombstone, I took pictures of my great-grandfather’s tombstone. That 

showed them that look I’m bringing this Jewish tradition with me, and yeah it’s a 

different one but we’ve come together now.

RABBI: It’s not simple actually, because our friend Michael grew up in Russia, where they 

had no documents. All the documents they used to leave were fake or forged. That 

makes it difficult to prove his background.

 

SUMAC: How about marrying non-Jews? We hear that people have to convert and 

that’s the way, or one of the ways to be able to marry, right? 

RABBI: Conversion is difficult in Judaism. Possible, but difficult.

JEREMY: I’m in the process of converting.

EVAN: Through college I was dating a Christian girl, and I realized pretty early on that 

this tradition was important to me. And so, I explored the conversion process, and we 

ended up not staying together, but after that I only dated Jewish because I realized that 

being able to pass down our customs was something that had that value to me. 

 

SUMAC: That makes a lot of sense. So, you could convert to Christianity or the other 

way?

EVAN: Other way around. During that process I was here every week. That’s actually 

when I changed my eating habits to being more towards the Jewish tradition because I 

realized it was something that I wanted to hold on to. 

MAX: It is a very complicated topic, for example my mother is not Jewish. And in 

Judaism if your mother is Jewish that means that you’re Jewish. And if your mother is 

not Jewish then it’s all complicated. So our family in Israel for example, doesn’t consider 

me Jewish, because my mother is not Jewish. Growing up, I had very few non-Jewish 

traditions, I wasn’t raised with Christian traditions. I went to Hebrew school, I grew up 

knowing that I was Jewish. But still, a large segment of Judaism doesn’t consider me 

Jewish. 

 

SUMAC: Did she convert?

MAX: She didn’t convert. She was a hippie with her own form of spirituality, but she was 

never religious, and my parents didn’t think it was necessary to convert.

SUMAC: Rabbi, Zeesy, how old were you two when you got married?

ZEESY: I was twenty. He was twenty-six.

 

SUMAC: Was there any pressure to get married young?

RABBI: Well, let’s put it this way. We don’t have physical intimacy before marriage...

ZEESY: We don’t have physical anything. I don’t have any physical contact with any other 

man except my husband even before I was married. I went to an all girl schools, all girl 

camps. We don’t date. We don’t have boyfriends. We don’t have anything at all. So 

for us, when it comes that point in our lives, we date to marry. We don’t have arranged 

marriage but have arranged dating. No one goes out with friends and meet someone 

and then say “Hey! You’re cute!” That doesn’t happen. It is a process.

 

SUMAC: How did you meet?

ZEESY: We didn’t date. We met while we were working for the same Chabad in Virginia. 

His aunt was my principal. His aunt called my mom, she said “Hey, I have a nephew. 

Maybe for your daughter.” Then, they went and found out everything about him. “Who 

is this guy? What’s he looking for?” Actually, my parents said no at first. We weren’t even 

discussing marriage or dating at all for me. Also, he was like twenty-six; a lot older than 

me.

SUMAC: But if there’s not chemistry, how do you call it off? How do you navigate 

that?

RABBI: Ah, this is the beauty. We have what’s called a shadchan. A matchmaker. Or 

it could be a mutual friend. After each date, you come back and each person tells 

the mutual friend how it went. You don’t want to offend the other person by saying 

it directly, but with the middle person who knows both of you, they can help feel 

things out and break the news in a softer way. There’s no reason to burden the other 

person with that unnecessary pain of rejection. Every relationship could benefit from a 

shadchan!

SUMAC: The hat! Do you always wear that hat, or is it just for today?

RABBI: I always wear it on Sabbath. I always wear it for special occasions.  

SUMAC: Do you ever wear one of those big round ones?

RABBI: The furry one? It belongs to a different group. It comes from Europe, mostly 

Poland. To wear a hat is basically considered more respectable, respectful. So, the hat 

that was the respectful hat in Europe, in Poland that’s what Jews would wear. In America, 

the hat in the fifties was the fedora. Every guy wore them. So when I was studying, the 

head rabbi started wearing a fedora. That was the respectable hat. That’s what we wear. 

SUMAC: One last question: Cooking, as work, is never considered after sunset on 

Friday, right?

RABBI: Right. You can only prepare it. Since it requires fire, you just can’t cook, bake or 

fry. The fire is the actual issue.

SUMAC: Where does that come from?

RABBI: The Bible actually says straight up, on Shabbat you don’t light a fire. There’s a 

long part about this in the Bible. 

SUMAC: Do you have the short version?

RABBI: “Because God said so.” (laugh.)

“Many people 
in society 
today are 
looking for 
a way to 
find that 
disconnection, 
to connect to 
each other. 
Jews have 
been doing 
it for five 
thousand 
years. It’s like 
this secret, 
ancient 
antidote 
that we’re all 
seeking in 
some way.“

There are two different 
types of Judaism, regional 

varieties and their 
different cuisines. There’s 
Ashkenazi cuisine which is 
Northeastern European, 
it has more borscht and 
gefilte fish, and latkes, 

potato pancakes. There is 
Sephardic cuisine which is 
more related to Spain and 
Mediterranean, same rules 
with some differences. It 

has more Arabic and more 
Mediterranean flavors. 
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“gender”
The Sumac Salon dinners are a gathering of bright, creative, and 
influential people from all walks of life who sit down to a delicious meal 
to discuss important topics that impact our world today. Our hypothesis 
is that food can catalyze connections. That sharing views, even 
conflicting ones, while breaking bread together, can help the broader 
world embrace diversity and empathy. On a cosy winter evening in 
the heart of Brooklyn’s Crown Heights neighborhood, our Managing 
Director, Max Marshall, curated a delicious, vegan sampling of home 
cooked dishes from his Moroccan-Latin restaurant, Azulëo, at the Téva 
Eco Retreat in Costa Rica. Our guests, who hailed from across the 
globe, indulged their love of good food while sharing their passion for 
experiencing life through the wide rainbow prism of gender expression 
and sexual identity, in a pointed conversation led by our Editor in Chief, 
Ali Tufan Koç.

table for six:

ALI: For our first Sumac Salon we have chosen Gender and Identity as the 

conversation topic because, after much discussion, we felt that gender is 

something society is grappling with at the moment. The more we have dinners 

and conversation, the more we realize that it’s not only about miscommunication, 

it’s also about misinformation. We don’t have enough knowledge to create that 

empathy, to create that dialogue. 

MS WHITE: I think we should start with avoiding labels. I realized I can’t label anything, 

because I was always sort of in-between. Even when I was going on hormones, I started 

getting into women. Previously, it was only men. I was like “Women are hot, that’s cool.” 

My world turned upside down. I was like “I am a gay man, this is easy.” But I guess I 

can’t label anything because why does it even matter as long as—

VENTIKO: You have a special freedom now. In the in-between you have the opportunity 

to create your identity. You create who you want to be, it can be fluid or whatever and 

whoever you want to be, right now.

MS WHITE: Yes. It took time for me to figure out that I was trans because I identify as very 

masculine as a woman. Growing up, all the women I idolized with were really masculine.

ANDRE: On gender identity, it’s one thing transitioning from male to female or vice versa, 

but it is different when it comes to who you love. So, just because you are a man who 

wants to transition to a woman doesn’t necessarily mean you will love another man. I 

knew a trans woman who transitioned from male to female and she had a girlfriend. 

She was super activist. I remember when I was fifteen or sixteen, I hated gay pride, 

We have chosen not to 
introduce each participant 
individually, due to the 
nature of the topic, in favor 
of allowing their comments 
throughout the dinner 
conversation to help you 
form your understanding 
of each of them, without 
applying identifying labels 
editorially.
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I hated the trans community and drag queens because I couldn’t understand myself 

and couldn’t understand what was going around me. The first person who changed my 

perspective was this older trans woman who said to me “here is what I am and that’s 

what I do, and this is my girlfriend.”

ALI: Are you married now?

ANDRE: I am married now to a man. When we first met we talked about religion, we 

talked about open relationships, getting married, having children, and fetishes. 

VENTIKO: That seems like the beginning of the healthiest relationship I have ever heard 

of. (Laughs)

ANDRE: The first time I understood that I was a gay man was before college, maybe 

thirteen or fourteen. I was in love with my best friend, his name was Fabian. We were 

two boys and two girls always hanging out together. He would have been the perfect 

girlfriend for me. He had everything I was looking for in a girl, but he was a man. Then I 

met a server when I was out with my family. I was maybe eighteen. That’s when I realized 

I was gay because he made an impression on me and I felt love. I bought some gay 

magazines and stuff. I definitely think the church fucked me up though.

Ventiko:  Yeah, the Catholic Church fucked up everyone, for the record. (Laughs)

Andre: My mother asked me if I wanted to go to Catholic church and I said yes because 

everybody was going.

ALI: Because that was the pressure from society.

ANDRE: Especially in a small town and everybody was going. We, as a group on friends, 

including Fabio, asked questions about homosexuality and suicide. We weren’t satisfied 

with the answers. It was the first time I didn’t go to church on Sunday and stayed home 

with my father. I really enjoyed it because my father would never go to church.

ALI: I don’t believe there is a certain age in life when you start to question your own 

sexuality. It could be thirties or forties, fifties… What do you think? When did you 

start questioning?

MS WHITE: I always knew that I liked men. General consensus is that trans people are 

born in the wrong body, which is not always true. I was not born in the wrong body. This 

one’s fine, but I would rather have that one. I have a penis, that’s fine, but I would rather 

look like her. Then I started to write music and perform. I always wanted to perform as 

a woman. I told myself, I should really think about this. Then, I was looking online for 

different narratives than “I hate my body” because I didn’t. But I knew it just wasn’t 

right. I started to read about trans women when they were younger, a lot of us used to 

cry all the time. Until I was eleven or twelve, I used to cry all the time, I was so sensitive. 

Then I hit puberty and stopped crying. It was a different sort of experience. I work in 

insurance, in a very corporate environment. I would wear suits to work. I remember 

texting my roommate “It’s weird that I feel like a woman in a suit, a very masculine 

woman”. These all compounded together. Even sex. When I was having sex as a gay 

man, it never quite made sense. Body dysmorphia is when you feel you are in the wrong 

body, I never felt like that. But there is something called gender euphoria. It is when 

you transition, it is like you have a euphoric experience which is how I describe my 

experience. I felt this euphoria, “Oh this is me, this makes sense.” I wasn’t always like 

this person, I didn’t even know. My legal name is Matt and I couldn’t even pick a new 

name and left it like that. It’s fine. Apart from the narratives of other trans people I know, 

it was different.

ALI: It can be so hard to separate the real you from the other you that you show to 

society. Once you separate the two versions, maybe you can feel freer to express your 

true identity.

ANDRE: I think it is easier for a younger person to discover their identity. I didn’t know 

until I was sixteen. My husband knew since he was five.

VENTIKO: I identify as a cisgender straight woman. My first sexual experience was 

when I was three. I was actually molested by my two stepsisters, my biological father 

kidnapped me and locked us all in the bathroom together. I remember it all vividly. My 

dad heard me banging on the door, and he had to come let me out, and he asked me 

what happened. He then told me “You won’t tell anyone. You’re a liar. Be quiet. No 

one will believe you.” That was my first experience with sex and gendered sex roles. 

That pushed it all down deep. After that, I just assumed that sex was same-sex sex. I 

remember the feeling of serious depression, wanting to die and not having the words 

to explain that. And then while going through puberty, I remember starting to think that 

the boy camp counselors were cute. It was all very weird.

ALI: Thanks for sharing this. I’m sure there are people who had a similar experience 

in their childhood, and blaming themselves about what happened. It’s really helpful 

for them to share this kind of stories.  So, you identify yourself as a cisgender 

straight woman. Let’s explain what cisgender means. I know that so many people 

get confused with this term.

ANDRE: Cisgender woman means basically that you are a woman who is not transgender. 

It is the gender that has been assigned to the sex you are born with.

VENTIKO: In my community of friends, it is important to identify myself as a cisgender 

straight woman for clarifications.

ANDRE: Her identification as cisgender may mean “I am not transgender”.

VENTIKO: People have thought that I am trans many times.

ALI: So what is the difference between calling yourself cisgender and straight?

ANDRE: It depends on the group of people you are hanging out with. Because among 

people who fought too hard to identify themselves in certain way it is important to 

support them saying “Ok, I see who you are, and I will show you who I am right now.” 

I am a cisgender man but I identify as a gay man. My sexual identity is gay, but my 

gender identity is man.

MS WHITE: It took time for 
me to figure out that I was 
trans because I identify as 
very masculine as a woman. 
Growing up, all the women 
I idolized with were really 
masculine.

ANDRE: I am married 
now to a man. When we 
first met we talked about 
religion, we talked about 
open relationships, getting 
married, having children, and 
fetishes. 
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MS WHITE: There are identities between cisgender and trans. For instance, you could 

identify as non-binary but still present as how you are now. Because I did that for a while 

before transitioning, I presented as male. But I am neither, I am sort of in between, but I 

could tell you that because you wouldn’t otherwise know.

VENTIKO: Pronouns are also important because there are many individuals that don’t 

identify as anything. We all have a different perspective at this table. My special 

experience is connected to this body and I specify my sexual preference because I want 

to get laid. (Laughs)

MS WHITE: Interesting. I would say maybe with your energy and your voice because your 

voice is like when a trans woman has feminized their voice.

VENTIKO: I totally had this before it was cool, okay? (Laughs) It really is the energy. 

Because going back to this experience that I was molested by my two stepsisters when 

I was three-ish, after that I only played with girls. Because that’s what I thought what you 

did. At that time my mother was divorced, so I grew up with this matriarchal badass. 

The male that should have been there was completely a disaster. So, I internalized 

“male equals disaster” and “woman equals powerful badass”. But then I started having 

crushes on boys, I never had crushes on girls and was never into vagina. Yet I had a 

girlfriend when I was in art school, she was fucking beautiful, and she was stalking me. 

I was like “Okay, this is flattering, but am I part of your art project or something?” and 

she was like “No, I am a lesbian” and I was like “Oh—”. She was so fucking beautiful, 

just like a spell. Unfortunately, she disappeared, she moved to Chicago. We never 

had sex because I am not into girls. I tried but I was just like, yeah. Then I was like, I 

definitely am going to tell people that I am straight. Because when someone has that 

kind of expectation, they might get hurt. There was a long time that I wished I never 

had genitalia because I would get so much my work done and sex is such a distraction. 

My true passion is to create, but I need muses, and I am so into pretty bodies. I thought 

it would be good to have a penis for a while, to have a male body, just so I could get 

more done, faster.

MS WHITE: I don’t think so. You have to masturbate every five seconds.

VENTIKO: But you have to do that as a woman too! Sexuality can be such a thing. It is 

about what you do, how you just engender and everything. I am so glad that I am in 

New York, so that I can be anything that I want. People can think whatever the fuck

 they want, I don’t care. I became a stripper in Indianapolis, Indiana. I worked at 

several clubs. I don’t know if you guys have ever been to strip clubs in Indianapolis… 

There is this one place called “Classy Chassy”, there were truckers and the local kids. 

It was rough, the things you had to do for one fucking dollar. Tits in the face were one 

dollar.

ANDRE: Wait, a dollar?

VENTIKO: Yeah, it is super cheap. When I came here, I said okay, I have to make some 

money. Then, to start dressing more feminine, I began to wear a red wig as Celeste. To 

say that I was molested sexually is one thing and to say that I chose to make money with 

my body while being simultaneously an artist is different. There is such a stigma against 

VENTIKO: I identify as a 
cisgender straight woman. 
My first sexual experience 
was when I was three. I was 
actually molested by my two 
stepsisters, my biological 
father kidnapped me and 
locked us all in the bathroom 
together. I remember it all 
vividly. 
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women who say they are a sex worker. There are days that I look into mirror and say I 

should go back to being a stripper but then I am like, fuck, I am twenty pounds heavier. 

But I don’t want to go back to that. Not only was I objectified, but I would objectify 

everyone around me. I only interacted with people with money. I was like “Oh hi,” then 

I was looking at their shoes and clothes and if they had nothing for me then I have got 

no time for them. And that’s not who I am and that’s not what I want to be. Moving 

forward in time to a few years ago in Korea, I did this performance for the camera, which 

I had never done, as a serious art piece. I went into a cave where I had a studio in the 

mountains in Eastern Korea. I went into the cave wearing a hanbok traditional Korean 

princess dress. I built a fire, and I burnt it. I had my wig on and that was Celeste. “Well, 

if we are going to burn the patriarchy, let’s just burn it all.” Then I burnt her, it was a 

Venus wig. It was kind of a rebirth and I walked out of the smoke. That’s how I got into 

the place where I am now. I am comfortable with who I am and what I have done. I 

never said anything about it publicly though.

ALI: But the more people share their stories in honest way, the more they are 

encouraged. Maybe they have pain and they cannot make peace with their past. 

You know it might be easy for them to have peace and identify with who they are. 

Mei-Yann, when did you first question your identity?

MEI-YANN: I was born in Taiwan, but I grew up in the Midwest, in a small town in central 

Pennsylvania. People would make fun of my eyes. I was never pretty enough for them. 

When I left the town and went to summer camp, there was this strong girl who told me 

to keep my head up, and she complimented my eyes. I couldn’t believe it, like really? It 

was an “a-ha” for me. I was sixteen. I was one of the three Asian people there; the other 

ones were adopted. After high school, that summer, I just knew I had to get the fuck 

out... Taiwan had this program, I bought my plane tickets.

ALI: When did you come out?

MEI-YANN: Well, this was back in that summer. I was in Taiwan for seven weeks and there 

were people from all over the world. There was a girl, tall, Jessie. I didn’t know, we were 

all sleeping in the same bed. We were close. Oddly at the very end, I was hooking up 

with guys a little bit. I kind of split up with her in a sense, it was so dramatic. But no one 

knows why because we weren’t hooking up, we were just hanging out with different 

friends. So, the guy I was with like “God, it’s like you guys are a couple!” And I was 

like “Nuh uhh!!” So, you know just denial and not knowing what it was. The second 

semester, the day I turned nineteen, I went to a meeting to be a promoter of the hottest 

club in Philly. That’s when things really began. By the time of the Shampoo Nightclub, I 

met older people, gorgeous people, just adults. So, it was only one semester, then I was 

out. I would hang out with crushes for the longest time, and not know it, just like friends 

you know. One day he told me “It’s okay.” So, during the Asian night he was just telling 

me about the other girl I was curious about. And yeah, that first kiss in the bathroom. 

(Laughs)

ALI: Was it, a sort of, relief moment to you?

MEI-YANN: Definitely. Because it was such a taboo. But she had a boyfriend, she didn’t 

tell me.

ANDRE & VENTIKO: Oh no!

MEI-YANN: Yeah, it was a bad start. So, the first guy I was with, a year later, I thought he 

was a girl. Because it was during the gay night. Long hair, makeup… We passed by each 

other in the crowd and he was like “Hi, I am Michael” and I was like “What?” (Laughs) 

Still, kind of attracted to him, a little bit confused. I realized then that I was more open.

ALI: Has it changed over the years?

MEI-YANN: I keep trying, you know.

MS WHITE: So, you identify as a lesbian but curious at the same time.

MEI-YANN: The last boyfriend I had was in 2013. That was when I considered seriously 

moving in with him.

MS WHITE: When I started transitioning, I was going for straighter bi men. It was like 

talking to brick walls. Like what am I talking to right now? It’s so tough.

MEI-YANN: Since then it’s been a lot of heartbreaks with women. There were really 

intense connections. Women are just so intense and caring. With men, there is beauty 

and energy. But sex with men is not passionate. In 2004, Halloween, I started doing 

drag. I didn’t expect that, to go from very feminine to masculine. And very sloppy, at 

first. Because I didn’t expect to perform, it was just a costume.

ALI: Maybe it was already inside of you, and you started to explore it...

MEI-YANN: Yeah, unconsciously. My first time in drag was during my last year in high 

school, I wore a costume and I did Frank Sinatra performing New York, New York. So, 

I am more gender fluid in my expression. I am older in generation, so I don’t claim the 

“they”. When I am my character, Wang, I’m “he”. I am okay being “they”, but I like my 

feminine. That’s very much like my individual experience. I don’t need to be angry and 

say something like “No, it is they”, you know.

MS WHITE: It is very interesting that you brought up the generation gap. If you were my 

age, you would totally be like “they”.

ALI: Do you get offended when people don’t know how to call you?

MS WHITE: It depends. First of all, it is always okay to ask. I work in a very corporate 

environment, in a insurance claims. There was no chance of me being properly 

addressed most of the time. Because people just don’t really get it, and I really haven’t 

feminized my voice very much. So, I gave up at a certain point fighting for it… I was at 

my own housewarming party, I was wearing a dress and heels, and somebody called me 

“he”. “Honestly, what possessed you?” It doesn’t hurt me that much but, you know… 

Some people call me “they” default and that’s fine. That’s a good start. I also sort of 

identify myself in the middle. I am a woman and I like my masculinity, but imagine if I 

wasn’t.

MEI-YANN: It’s been a lot of 
heartbreaks with women. 
There were really intense 
connections. Women are just 
so intense and caring. With 
men, there is beauty and 
energy. But sex with men is 
not passionate.
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ALI: I think people should talk about toxic masculinity a lot more. Almost all of my 

friends are straight. And I realized that this toxic masculinity is a pressure. Just 

because straight guys are a majority, we assume that they are fine. They don’t have 

any issue with acceptance. But toxic masculinity puts a lot of pressure on them. 

What do you think?

GILLIAN: I was just listening to all of your monologues and evaluating what I am about. 

Since I was young, I am straight, but there was always some fear about questioning my 

own sexuality. How much should I be questioning myself?

ALI: I always believe there is no such thing as 100% gay or 100% straight. It’s a 

spectrum. You can ask yourself the question, from 0 to 100, where are you?

ANDRE: Referring to the Kinsey scale, there are very few people that are 100% into the 

straight spectrum or 100% into the gay spectrum…

MS WHITE: As I was transitioning, I started asking all my straight male friends “Would you 

have sex with a trans woman?” They said they had never even thought about it.

VENTIKO: They thought about it, they just didn’t know they thought about it.

MS WHITE: Because of toxic masculinity, you’ve got these men who don’t think outside 

of anything. They are sort of just like: “Yes, I am a man and I have sex with women, and 

I have a job.” That’s it. I started hooking up with this guy who identified as straight. He 

is an old friend of mine. Being with him was like being with a closeted gay man. There 

is so much that he had not figured out. Not only sexuality and gender but like when we 

were in the middle of sex, I asked him “Does that feel good?” and he was like “What?”. 

I asked again, and he said, “Why are you even asking?”. “Because, we are having sex.” 

(Laughs) “Do straight people not talk during the sex?” “I don’t really talk during sex”.  

So, this person didn’t even think about this stuff. I was like watching him crumble in front 

of me. I am supposed to be the one having issues here! (Laughs)

GILLIAN: About the toxic masculinity, anything that isn’t that dark masculinity, that is my 

own feminine side. I suppose my healthy masculine archetype also talks in bed… Um...

MS WHITE: See, he is crumbling right now! (Laughs)

ANDRE: Now we have LGBT issues, transgender, female issues and now also straight 

people too. With young men, we need to infuse them with femininity and say it’s okay. 

I identify as a gay man, but I could make out with any of you in this room, it is about 

sharing sexual energy.

ALI: Lex, what do people think about you when they first see you?

LEX: It depends but it is always a strong opinion. I am a catalyst. Whatever I do in 

life, it has a very strong effect on people. It’s always been like that. Even if I don’t do 

anything… My life revolves around stages, I perform but I’m shy.

MEI-YANN: I saw you on stage, you weren’t shy.

LEX: I am a singer. It’s always been like that. Either people fight with me or about me 

and get obsessed. It’s like obsession or revolt. Also, like sexually, it is the same thing. 

I was considered a gorgeous child, and I was abused so much, sexual abuse since I 

was six. Six to eight, then fourteen to eighteen. Later I understood it. I put myself in the 

position of those people, I kind of get it. If you have such a mesmerizing sort of beauty in 

front of you, at a certain point maybe you lose control. That abuse has to do with same 

obsession… My physical attraction is only with women.

ALI: Do you think it would be different, if you didn’t have those experiences?

LEX: My preference? No. I will not look at a man, I can try. Maybe, yeah that looks 

proportionally well. (Laughs) But with a woman, I just can’t stop looking… It is something 

spiritual or energetic… I realized that men weren’t talking to me unless they were angry, 

drunk, or insane. I was really objectified in my job because I was so beautiful and good at 

what I was doing, so I crossed my boundaries more and more.

ALI: After you realized, how did you take it back?

LEX: It’s interesting. At a certain point, I had to go to ground zero. Just dropped the 

whole thing down. No sex, no intimacy, not even touch. To be able to hear my internal 

voice talk again. I am in awe of everything. Now I’m super focused on my job, doing 

something really beautiful. I feel I am all of it.

ANDRE: For me it is fascinating how someone can take time for themselves and close off 

their sexuality but not in a negative way, in a positive way. For me, I am on a journey in a 

different way --- 

MS WHITE: He’s like “I am going to make out with all of you!” (Laughs)

MEI-YANN: I feel that people are not willing consciously to take that journey to re-

experience the pain again. It is the re-experience of the pain, that’s me doing it 

intentionally to heal and release it from the nervous system. 

LEX: When there was a lot anger, you need to come to terms with it. At one point I saw 

myself at six again and managed to enjoy what was being done to me. I could actually 

completely transform the situation and made it enjoyable. It is not easy. I would never 

imagine that would be the solution, to enjoy the act. If someone told me I would tell 

them go fuck yourself.

ALI: But it is about more than enjoying, you are allowing yourself to be in peace of 

that part of yourself…

LEX: Yes, of that specific part.

GILLIAN: You are allowing yourself to exist in this moment without shame. That’s what it is.

LEX: The anger of not letting go is just going to make things really complex. The anger is 

never going to do anything good.

GILLIAN: The way we do talk about it and the way we embrace it.

LEX: Everyone is abused, apparently, we are trying to turn around something. Maybe the 

abuse is not abuse but it is something we do naturally. Who knows?

GILLIAN: Maybe it is the shame of our bodies, maybe it is the fact that we are avoiding 

each other.

LEX: Maybe. 

LEX:  At a certain point, I had 
to go to ground zero. Just 
dropped the whole thing 
down. No sex, no intimacy, 
not even touch. To be able 
to hear my internal voice talk 
again. GILLIAN: Since I was young, 

I am straight, but there 
was always some fear 
about questioning my own 
sexuality. How much should I 
be questioning myself?

dinner conversations
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Azulëo Beet 
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Vegan Paella

Ingredients
1 small red beet (plum size)

1 cup raw white sesame seeds
5 tablespoons of extra virgin 

olive oil

15 oz of cooked chickpeas, 
strained
Juice of 2 small lemons

1 clove of garlic
1 tsp salt

½ teaspoon ground cumin
1 teaspoon smoked paprika

1 tsp black sesame seeds for 
garnish

Steps
Tahini
1 In a skillet, toast white sesame 

seeds for a few minutes, just long 

enough until you start to see a 

golden color forming, but not long 

enough for them to burn or start 

producing smoke. 2 Let cool for a 

few minutes and then add to food 

processor. 3 Drizzle up to 3 tbsp of 

olive oil into food processor slowly 

until you achieve a creamy texture.

Hummus
1 Wrap beet in foil and roast in 

oven for 1.5 hours. 2 Set garlic 

clove on foil and roast for 15 

minutes. 3 Strain chickpeas and 

Ingredients
1 ½ cups paella rice (short grain 

white)

3 cups vegetable broth
½ cup white wine

½ cup chopped flat leaf 
parsley 
3 bay leaves

1 small delicata squash, sliced into 
¼ inch rounds and then quartered
1 medium yellow onion, cut in half 

and sliced into ½ inch wedges

1 small carrot, julienned
1 tbsp fresh tarragon

1 leek (white half only), cut in half 
lengthwise and sliced into 1 inch 
segments
½ cup green peas

5 cloves garlic, minced
1 tsp ground coriander

1 tsp ground cumin
1 tsp ground achiote (or turmeric 

powder)

1 tsp garlic powder
½ tsp oregano

1 tsp black pepper
Lemon wedges for garnish

Steps
1 In a large skillet over medium 

heat, saute onions and half of leeks 

in 1 tbsp olive oil until translucent. 

2 Heat vegetable broth in separate 

reserve 1 tbsp of cooking liquid.

4 Squeeze 2 lemons and set juice 

aside. 5 Remove beet, let it cool, 

peel it, and cut it into 4 pieces for 

easier processing. 6 Add chickpeas, 

beet, and garlic to food processor. 

7 Process on low until everything 

is incorporated. 8 Add salt, ½ tsp 

paprika, and ½ tsp cumin. 9 While 

continuing to process on low speed, 

spoon in tahini. 10 Drizzle in lemon 

juice, chickpea liquid, and olive oil. 

11 Serve with a garnish of 

remaining paprika and black 

sesame seeds.

Chef’s Tips
You can substitute the homemade 

tahini for ¾ cup of store-bought 

roasted tahini.

pan, keep warm. 3 Add garlic, and 

cook until slightly golden. 4 Add 

carrots and saute for 5 minutes. 

5 Add all spices. 6 Add another 

tablespoon of olive oil and add rice, 

sautee in oil for 1 minute. 7 Add 

wine and deglaze pan. 8 Add bay 

leaves, parsley, and peas. 9 Add 1 

cup of stock and place squash and 

other half of leeks on top of rice. 10 
Cover and let cook until rice is fully 

visible above stock, do not stir rice. 

11 Add another cup of stock, cover, 

cook until absorbed. Add final cup 

of stock, remove lid, wait until all 

liquid is absorbed. 12 Sprinkle with 

tarragon leaves and serve.

Chef’s Tips
You can substitute the homemade 

tahini for ¾ cup of store-bought 

roasted tahini.

dinner conversations
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anya 
 & barry 

Do you ever watch couples in restaurants? Have you paid attention to whether 
they look at each other while they talk? Dining out with your partner is the 
ultimate litmus test for a relationship. Body language at the table reveals 
all, and you have no way to hide. In this case, Anya von Bremzsen and Barry 
Yourgrau, the writer couple, show us what their relationship with food tells us 
about their relationship with each other. 

double-date:

dinner conversations

“I’M SORRY – THERE’S NOTHING I CAN DO ABOUT THIS. I AM 

USED TO EATING EVERYTHING SO FAST SINCE CHILDHOOD. I 

HAD TO BE QUICK. OTHERWISE, I WOULD STARVE.” Growing 

up in a communal Moscow apartment where eighteen 

families shared one kitchen, she still carries some habits 

from her Soviet childhood years. It’s probably not the 

first time that Anya, who is a super quick eater, has made 

this excuse at a table where she’s already done with 

her plate and then points her fork toward her boyfriend 

Barry’s plate, who is a super slow eater. It’s also probably 

not the first time Barry is displeased with it. “I REALLY 

LIKE TO ENJOY MY FOOD WITHOUT BEING RUSHES,” says 

Barry, emphasizing almost every word. Anya rolls her 

eyes and giggles, simultaneously.  We’re at Khao Nom, a 

Thai place in their immigrant neighborhood in Queens. 

Located behind their sister spot Khao Kang which 

serves a rotating menu of authentic Thai food. Khao 

Nom is famous for Thai desserts. The couple has been 

obsessed with Queens for a long time. The community. 

The food. The culture. They love everything about this 

place. “When we moved here over two decades ago, it 

suddenly felt fine and empowering to be an immigrant. It 

became a positive part of our identities,” says Anya. Her 

books are about global cuisines: Latin American, Asian, 

Spanish, etc. No wonder she feels at home in Queens. 

Anya might be a three-time James Beard award-winning, 

internationally-acclaimed food writer, but when it comes 

eating out, she cares solely about enjoying the food. 

No fancy jargon, no “I-know-about-food” attitude. 

Nothing. Her pure gastronomic joy brightens the room 

and spreads bits of happiness like bread crumbs all over 

the table. Through a flavor-rich mix of family life, politics, 

history, and humor, she and her boyfriend Barry are 

the best companions you could ask for when it comes 

to exploring new flavors about cuisines, and also for 

informal therapy sessions. They create a space for you 

to eat like no one is watching and feel spill your fears, 

doubts, even secrets, and you know it will be safe and 

loved. Barry was born in South Africa, and his family 

moved to the United States when he was ten. Anna was 

just eleven when she arrived in the United States with her 

mother, a refugee from the Soviet Union. THEY ARE ONE 

OF THOSE COUPLES WHOSE SIMILARITIES CREATED A BOND, 

AND WHOSE DIFFERENCES MAKE THE BOND STRONGER. Their 

memoirs, Anya’s “Mastering the Art of Soviet Cooking” 

(Crown, 2013) and Barry’s “Mess: One Man’s Struggle 

to Clean Up His House and His Act” (W. W. Norton & 

Company, 2015), are both informative, moving, and 

brutally honest. Food is the main lens through which 

the couple views everything: Work. Travel. Friendship. 

Romance. How, year in and year out, do they maintain 

the same levels of dopamine-fueled happiness? The 

answer might sound simple and so predictable, yet very 

unique in their own act: Intentionality. Build a friendship, 

first. Appreciate each other’s quirks. Implement the art of 

togetherness on the road. Be adventurous together. And, 

last but not least, know how to compromise. They are 

humble and careless enough to avoid trying to be a guru-

of-something and throwing quotable sentences across 

the table. They don’t need to. It’s just there: “We know 

how to cheer each other up when either of us is having a 

bad time. And sometimes, making her smile by coming 

home with her favorite food is the best way of saying I 

love you, and I’m here with you, no matter what”. 

words ali tufan koç 
photography sumac content studio



As for many others, food played a very strong role in my childhood, as I 
grew up in a close Jewish family in Manchester, where we gathered round 
the table every Friday night and at every celebration. We also, unusually 
among my friends, used to go out to restaurants, and I can remember 
many happy evenings in Indian, French, and Armenian restaurants whose 
smells I can still recall. My first major idea about food that I can remember 
is something like this: it was being served a vast array of petits fours in 
a French restaurant and feeling full and wondering why. When I opened 
L’Escargot restaurant in 1981 I just decided that we would have one, a 
chocolate covered hazelnut in the shape of a snail, which proved extremely 
popular. Proof that in hospitality, as in architecture, less is more.

a memory for sumac from... 
Nicholas Lander

Nicholas founded legendary London eatery 
L’Escargot, has been the restaurant critic for the 

Financial Times for 25 years. He is the author 
of numerous best-selling books including The 

Art of the Restaurateur (Phadion, 2012) and On 

the Menu: The World’s Favourite Piece of Paper 

(Random House, 2016).

the first of everything 

03/05 mains

   marina abramović by ali tufan koç
                  asia kate dillon

        coffee lids by joe divine
    wise new york by martin justesen

     refugee cuisine by joe divine
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a turkish coffee with...

   marina 
   abramović 
        that almost happened

interview ali tufan koç
artworks beril gülcan

“I would die for art”, she says, and it’s not an exaggeration at all. She pushes 
not only the limits of art but also the boundaries of the human body in 
almost every one of her performances. Sitting still on a chair for 736 hours 
in total, in front of approximately 750,000 people and living publicly in a 
gallery for 12 days without eating, going to the toilet, or speaking. This is 
Marina Abramović, one of the most essential living artists, who is known 
as an architect of performance art. Her memoir, “Walk Through Walls”, in 
which she tells her 72 year-long life journey, is not much different from her 
performances: brutally honest, naturally courageous, and surprisingly funny. 
We talked with Abramović on one Spring night last year over Skype and 
recalled some memories through food.

Let’s start with a little game. I’ll 

pick one ingredient or a food that 

you’ve mentioned in your memoir, 

“Walk Through Walls”, and then 

explain what it means to you now 

with one line.

Thank god I’m not starved.

 

Box of chocolate?

Ah, that belongs to “the bullshit 

Marina”. (In the book, she writes 

of the idea of three Marinas: The 

warrior one. The spiritual one. And 

the bullshit one which she tries 

to keep hidden.) She’s the one 

who everything she does is wrong 

and feels fat, ugly, and unwanted. 

The one who, when she’s sad, 

consoles herself with watching bad 

movies, and eating whole boxes 

of chocolates. She can’t think of 

watching a bad movie without a box 

of chocolate.

White kidney beans?

Something to remind me of 

my grandma Milica. Signs and 

rituals have always been a kind 

of spirituality for me. I remember 

Milica would throw a handful of 

white kidney beans into a pattern 

and then read the abstract images 

they created. She was a one of a 

kind fortune teller.

Green coffee beans?

That’s the smell of my childhood. 

A smell of peace. Milica’s house 

was always filled with the smell of 

frankincense and freshly roasted 

coffee. She roasted the green coffee 

beans and then ground them by 

hand. I felt a deep sense of peace in 

her house.

 

Are you a fatalist?

This is a conversation between a 

Turk and a Slav, do you think we 

have a chance of not talking on fate 

and superstitions? There is such an 

issue of superstitions rooting in our 

region and it is coded in our genes, 

in every one of us. I even forget how 

many evil eye talismans I have in 

the house. When I see a black cat 

walking under a ladder, I lock myself 

in my house for two days
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“I bet that my grandmother made the best 
Turkish coffee in the world. We would do coffee 
cup reading for each other and talk about 
life and dreams sitting at that kitchen table. 
The kitchen became the center of my world. 
Everything happened in the kitchen.”

Since we are back to “our” region, 

let’s talk about the Turkish roots in 

your family…

My grandmother is Turkish in origin. 

My childhood and youth have 

been shaped by Turkish food 

and Turkish coffee. I bet that my 

grandmother made the best Turkish 

coffee in the world. We would do 

coffee cup reading for each other 

and talk about life and dreams 

sitting at that kitchen table. The 

kitchen became the center of my 

world. Everything happened in the 

kitchen.

What makes Turkish coffee 

meaningful to you?

My ideas for life developed with the 

help of those Turkish coffee rituals.

 

How much do you think your 

image in the art world reflects 

your real character?

There are some differences of 

course. I am an extremely cheerful 

person who likes to laugh and make 

others laugh in my daily life. I love 

telling dirty jokes on irrelevant 

occasions. We should meet up for 

a Turkish coffee as soon as I get 

back to New York. And here is your 

task: work on some obscene Turkish 

jokes that you can teach me till we 

meet there. My grandmother, thanks 

to her filthy jokes, has raised me 

almost like a Turkish child.

 

Your laughter’s must be as 

glorious as your tears…

They surely are… Laughing cleanses 

your mind. It makes you see more 

clearly. Your cells are regenerated 

as you laugh. Come on, don’t you 

think I appear as a funny woman 

from outside? No? Seriously? m

TASSEOGRAPHY is the 
academic term for Turkish 
coffee fortune telling. The 
art of reading coffee cups 
has been practiced for 
centuries across the Middle 
East and many Balkan 
countries. There are various 
variations of coffee reading. 
They commonly require for 
the cup to be covered with 
saucer and turned upside-
down. 

m
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Equality. Love. Peace. Diversity. 
Thought. Sustainability. 

We ask our cover star, Asia Kate Dillon, for the 
details about a hypothetical dinner party: Who 

would your guests be, and what would you cook 
for them? Why? What’s the story behind the dishes 

you’d serve?

portraits pink yellow studio
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EQUALITY. LOVE. PEACE. DIVERSITY. THOUGHT. 

SUSTAINABILITY. I wanted to have one big dinner which 

would cover all these subjects at once. I knew I wanted 

to have my mother there and, at first, I thought I’d have 

James Baldwin, Jesus, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Malcolm X, 

Nina Simone, John Coltrane, Martin Luther King Jr. and 

Prince.

 

Then I thought, wait why do I want to bring all these 

people of color back from the dead, back from resting in 

peace, so they can teach me about equality, love, peace, 

diversity, thought and sustainability? These geniuses 

have already given us words, sounds, moves, and 

directives which helped raise the humanist in me. 

LET THEM REST.

 

Then I thought, okay I’ll invite a handful of folks who 

voted for 45 and I’ll spend the dinner engaging them 

in conversation, not only about the required topics, but 

about the invention of whiteness. Illuminating for them 

that no one is free until we all are free. Until the most 

marginalized among us; black, indigenous and people 

of color, especially trans, intersex and genderqueer 

folks and differently abled folks are held up as essential 

assets towards the survival of us all, no one will be 

free. Until discriminatory laws which put into question 

the fundamental nature of all our inalienable rights are 

dismantled, no one will be free. Until white people, 

people who benefit from the invention of whiteness, 

acknowledge that the color of our skin has given us 

privileges that are not inherent to us as human beings, 

no marginalized person will be free because it is privilege 

that creates margins. BLACK LIVES MATTER. 
 

Then I thought, okay first of all that is assuming a lot 

about people that voted for 45, and I checked myself 

(before I wrecked myself). And, actually, every light 

skinned person – every person who benefits from the 

mains
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“Until the most marginalized among us;  black, indigenous and 
people of color, especially trans, intersex and genderqueer folks 
and differently 
abled folks are held 
up as essential 
assets towards the 
survival of us all, 
no one will be free.” 

mains
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“Until white people, people 
who benefit from the invention 
of whiteness, acknowledge 
that the color of our skin has 
given us privileges that are not 
inher-
ent 
to us 
as hu-
man 
beings, no marginalized person 
will be free because it is privi-
lege that creates margins.”
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Dillon’s latest movie
“John Wick: Chapter 3
 -Parabellum” opens May 
17th worldwide. Billions
season 4 is out now,
streaming on Showtime. 

invention of whiteness -- deserves to learn about that 

very invention. So, I’d have influential white people: Al 

Gore, Bernie Sanders, Leonardo DiCaprio, Melinda and 

Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Warren Buffett, Mark Zuckerberg, 

Charles and David Koch, and Larry Ellison.

 As I pictured what that dinner table would look and feel 

like, an image of my mother came into view. MY MOTHER 

SITTING AT THE TABLE, SILENT AND LISTENING. Proud of me 

and radiating love, but silent and listening.

 

I began to think of the foods my mother cooked when 

I was younger and the ones we cooked together: 

potato soup with fresh mint, the mint being the 

‘secret’ ingredient. Simple biscuits to accompany the 

soup, which were my task, the recipe pulled from my 

treasured children’s cookbook. Raspberry linzer torte 

at Christmastime, along with ginger and snickerdoodle 

cookies pressed into shapes with cookie cutters passed 

down from my great-grandmother, Julia Welles. Pizza 

muffins: English muffins with pasta sauce and cheese, 

toasted until golden brown and melty. The classic 

‘Dillon stir-fry’ cooked once upon a time in a wok before 

transitioning to one of the family cast-iron pans passed 

down from great-grandma, too. The ‘Dillon stir-fry’ has 

taken to adaptations over the years certainly, though the 

following base ingredients are key: carrots, broccoli, red 

pepper, apple, fresh ginger pieces, toasted cashews, 

San-J soy sauce and feta to top it off over short grain 

brown rice. Strawberry shortcake! My mother would 

buy a box of Bisquick, fresh strawberries when they 

came into season and a carton of heavy cream. The 

result was the most scrumptiously light shortcake you’ve 

ever tasted. Stuffed shells were also a specialty of my 

mother’s, which she would stuff with herb ricotta, lather 

in homemade tomato sauce and bake until crispy in an 

old brown French le Creuset baking dish.

 

Thinking of these memories and all the others, so many 

to name, I suddenly became overwhelmed with what I 

imagine is only an iota of the feeling of missing her I will 

have when she dies, and I realized: I want to have dinner 

with my mother. I want to be silent and to listen to her 

speak about equality, love, peace, diversity, thought, 

and sustainability. I know there is so much about her, 

about her thoughts and feelings, that I will never know. 

NOT BECAUSE SHE WOULDN’T TELL ME OR HASN’T TOLD ME 

WHEN I’VE ASKED; IT’S SIMPLY THAT THERE ISN’T ENOUGH 

TIME. So, I want to have dinner with my mother and I 

want to cook for her.

a
spice bowls, limited edition

 
Custom-made ceramic spice bowls, perfect for holding salt, pepper, 

and sumac

Order now with a “community” discount. 

sumacmagazine.com

santimetre.shop

santimetre 
      for sumac 
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You’ll never look at your 
drink-through, disposable 

hot-beverage lid the same way again.
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These lids enhance the coffee-drinking 
experience by introducing a sense of 
play, by personalizing the sensation,
 and by making the formerly invisible 

visible. Lipstick-wearing coffee drinkers 
are said to appreciate the evidence of 
their “engagement” with these lids. 

- LOUISE HARPMAN

The proliferation of frothy drinks in 
the 2000s prompted another change. 
Lids were starting to grow in height to 
prevent lofty whipped toppings from 

being crushed into the coffee and 
causing overspill. The FoamAroma lid 

takes this a step further by providing a 
larger-than typical triangular drinking 
aperture to allow foam to be sipped 
along with the liquid. It is also in the 

vanguard of another new trend in lids 
– features that allow the aroma of the 
coffee to be enjoyed. Several lids  do 
this through the use of an aperture – 

sometimes screened with a fine mesh to 
minimize slosh – combined with a deep 
well in the lid that concentrates aroma. 
The prime example of this trend is the 
Virola, which has been getting a lot of 
attention lately.” - LOUISE HARPMAN 

Lids in the “peel” category follow 
directly from the do-it-yourself hackers 
who took it upon themselves to modify 

flat cup covers in the 1980s.” 

- SCOTT SPECHT

Another innovation, the Suprlid, 
integrates a mesh strainer with the lower 

deck of the coffee lid. This lid, with 
its extended baseball-cap rim profile, 

designed specifically for use on airplanes, 
sets out to solve a number of problems. 
The thin rim provides a more “natural 

experience”, while the mesh strainer is 
designed to keep stray coffee grounds 

out of the drinker’s mouth.” 
- LOUISE HARPMAN

“I am one of the owners of the world’s largest 
collections of coffee lids, or more precisely, the 
world’s largest collection of unique, patented, 
drink-through, disposable hot-beverage lids. The 
other owner is Scott Specht, and we each began 
to collect coffee lids before we even knew each 
other. We discovered this shared enthusiasm 
when we were architecture graduate students at 
Yale in the early 1990s” says Louise Harpmen. The 
coffee lover duo has merged their collection (and 
their love of coffee and design) in a book called 
Coffee Lids (Princeton Architectural Press, 2018). If 
you’re one of the billions of people worldwide who 
begin the day with a cup of take-out coffee, you 
may have marveled at the ubiquitous plastic coffee 
cup lid.
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words martin justesen
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wise ew

ork

Four senior New 
Yorkers’ thoughts on 
food, life, and the city 
they love.
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Bob, 
70,
Actor.

MY MOTHER WAS A CATERER so all I had to do was stand 

around and look. I learned cooking by just watching 

her make food. She’d have me around the kitchen to 

a certain point and then she would go: Scram! - which 

meant everyone had to leave the kitchen, even the dog! 

MY FAVORITE FOOD IS my mother’s chocolate cake. It was 

made with Baker’s Chocolate and cream butter. She 

would leave the  cream out overnight which left it a little 

sour. It gave it a zing. She would sift powdered sugar 

3-4 times by hand resulting in a very creamy cake and 

frosting. Every birthday I would ask her to make it.  HERE 

IS HOW YOU MAKE A SOUL BBQ CHICKEN. You have to let 

the it cook slowly so the sauce sinks into the meat. Don’t 

forget to braise it. You have to watch it. Read a book, 

if you like, but know that every five pages you have to 

check in on the bird until it’s done. I made the chicken for 

a potluck once. I heard one of the guest yell from across 

the room: Robert!  You wrote your name on that chicken!! 

And I knew I had made it good. I WAS A TODDLER BACK IN 

THE 1950S. My dad worked in a steel mill and my mother 

would cook him dinner before he went to work. Everyone 

in the neighborhood would work in the mill and you 

could tell what nationality they were cause you could 

smell Spanish cooking, Polish cooking, soul food. 

All the wives would have the dinners ready for the 

husbands. ON NEW YEAR’S EVE 2004 I had dinner with a 

girlfriend at the Carlyle.  The food didn’t impress me 

much, to be honest, but at midnight they had a bagpipe 

player play and Bobby Short performed. I had met 

Bobby briefly back in ‘75 outside of Carnegie Hall, 

and now, 29 years later we met again, and he 

remembered me. My girlfriend, Bobby, and I were the 

only three black people in the Carlyle that evening. Least 

to say that drew a lot of attention to us. After Bobby left 

our table we had all the staff swarming around us doing 

their best to serve us. And for this one night, we were 

celebrities, even though no one knew who the hell we 

were. FOR PEOPLE NEW TO NEW YORK I’d say go eat at 

Chez Josephine on 42nd street for some good creole 

cooking. Harlem used to be all mom-and-pops. Most 

of them are gone now. I QUIT DRINKING MANY YEARS 

AGO but Dewar’s scotch and soda was my drink from 

September ‘til May. In the summer: gin and tonic. On a 

shitty day, vodka tonic.
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YOU CAN GET ANY KIND OF FOOD IN NEW YORK. The best 

thing to do is just go out and really explore. Let’s say you 

want Asian food. Don’t go to Manhattan’s Chinatown 

- it’s way too touristy - go to Flushing in Queens and 

get the good stuff. SO MUCH FOOD; SO LITTLE TIME! My 

favorite is seafood. Especially lobster. Many years ago, 

back in my homeland, Guatemala, relatives of mine 

invited me and my family to  a French restaurant and I 

had Lobster Thermidor; I was addicted for life! MY FIRST 

MEMORIES ARE OF GUATEMALAN FOOD - Simple food. 

Beans and rice and vegetables. Guatemala is blessed 

with fertile soil and sunny weather where all sorts of 

vegetation grows all over. I grew up eating all types of 

fruits. Some don’t even have an English name, such as 

“zapotes,” chico-zapotes,” “nísperos,” “paternas,” and 

many others. And of course bananas, papayas, mangoes, 

and pineapples. Simply looking at these fruits evokes all 

sorts of sensory memories from my homeland and from 

my childhood. COOKING, AS ANY HUMAN EXPERIENCE, IS 

A WORK IN PROGRESS. I enjoy preparing pasta with salsa 

bolognese because it is easy to make. It tastes delicious, 

is nutritious, and the sauce can be prepared in advance. I 

have it with friends and family, with a glass of Chianti, or 

any other Italian wine. My grandmother and my mother 

used to make it, and for decades I have tried to recreate 

it they way they made it.

BOTH MY MOM AND MY DAD COOKED WHEN I GREW UP. My 

mom would teach me to cook. I never knew what we 

didn’t have. My mother would have me bake cookies 

for me to sell so I could buy candy. She was smart in 

that way. I REALLY LIKE CHINESE FOOD. Every birthday my 

mom would take me to a Chinese restaurant. I would 

love that. One of my favorite meal to cook is salmon 

cakes with grits and soft scrambled eggs. FOOD PLAYS A 

BIG PART IN MY BOOKS. I write about cops but they don’t 

eat donuts. They love coffee though, they drink coffee 

all the time. Coffee with a sugar syrup made of brown 

sugar, cinnamon, nutmeg, and vanilla. Or they will have 

a sandwich with meaty white fish and homemade tartar 

sauce. I will write about the food they eat, and then I test 

the recipes. I make sure to get the tartar sauce perfect 

with just the right amount of mayo, relish, and onion. 

IF YOU’RE EVER IN NEW YORK TRY THESE PLACES: Nathan’s 

at Coney Island; Katz’s Delicatessen; the jerk chicken at 

Nostrand Ave / Church Ave; Gigi’s cheesecake at 7th Ave 

and 28th Street.

mains

Arnoldo, 
61,
Former teacher.

Lujira, 
70,
Writer.
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Mary Ellen, 
60,
Writer.

o
I DON’T COOK, but I’m really good with peanut butter on 

a spoon. I LOVE INDIAN FOOD. I like all Indian restaurants 

in the East Village. I discovered them 45 years ago, 

and I just got hooked on the Indian kitchen. The spices 

- I’d never tasted anything like that. WORD OF ADVICE: 

TASTE YOUR FOOD BEFORE YOU SALT IT. And if you’re 

having guests over for dinner, ask them for any dietary 

restrictions. MY MOM’S SIDE OF THE FAMILY WAS SLOVAKS. 

Some of my earliest memories were Christmas time, 

holidays and Sunday dinners at my grandfather’s house. 

The Slovakian food we had. I remember the noodles, 

pierogies, pickled beets. And the pastries: koláčes 

with with prune or apricot fillings. Before dinner, my 

grandfather Sebastian would say:

Ooh-sa-sa-sa

Ooh-sa-sa-sa

Hit ’em in the head

With a big kielbasa

… Okay, now we can eat …

THE OLD 24-HOUR DINERS … it does not get more New 

York than that … I’LL DRINK COFFEE 24/7… it’s my only bad 

habit. If I’m desperate I take it black, but usually cream, 

no sugar. Coffee is my thing. I’ll even have it with my 

dinner.

Interested in telling us a short story about your most poignant/joyful/painful/

surprising memories relating to food, and being part of our growing Sumac 

family?

Reach us at memories@readsumac.com 

The more out-of-the-box, entertaining, or touching, the better! 

Let your inner poet shine!
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one solution for all:

refugee

cuisine

The world is becoming a messier 
place as leaders struggle to find a 
permanent answer to the refugee 
crisis. Meanwhile, inside the kitchens 
of cities around the world, refugees 
and locals are creating a solution: 
Cooking, sharing, and making money 
doing it – together. Can food turn 
human history’s biggest crisis into an 
opportunity?
words joe divine 
photography sumac content studio
food styling imogen kwok
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Projects to watch 1/2

The REFUGEE FOOD 

FESTIVAL is an annual project 
allowing restaurant owners 
to open their kitchens to 
refugee chefs. The fourth 

edition will be international 
and will take place in fifteen 
cities, simultaneously, on the 
occasion of World Refugee 

Day, hence around June 
20th. It is organized by teams 

of volunteer citizens who 
apply each year to develop 

the project in their city. 
Refugeefoodfestival.com

Projects to watch 2/2

UBER DEN TELLERRAND 

is a nonprofit organization 
engaged in the integration of 
refugees. The headquarters 

of the organization is in 
Berlin, Germany. People who 
fled to Europe from mortal 
danger in their homelands 

are invited to teach a group 
of locals how to cook their 
favorite dishes and show 

how different cultures 
can enrich each other. 

Ueberdentellerrand.org

rr

mains

A Case Study: Eat Offbeat
What’s the ideal scenario to build a ‘food start up with a social impact’ that actually 

helps refugees, creates a “real” job, a career, and a life without sounding like charity 

work?  To find the answer, we made a trip to Long Island City, spent a day in the kitchen 

of Eat Offbeat, the catering company hiring refugees to bring regional, ethnic cuisines 

to New Yorkers.

 “My sister Manal and I started Offbeat together about three and a half years ago. We 

hire refugees, we cater to companies, universities, and organizations from a variety of 

countries. A lot of the people working in our kitchen come from International Rescue 

Committee (IRC). There are actual refugees, political asylum seekers, etc. IRC offers 

help to immigrant minority countries that are in difficult situations. They introduced us 

to refugees from all over the world. We are a for profit company with a social impact. 

We’re giving opportunities to New Yorkers to discover the hidden talents these refugees 

have. People come because of our social impact and our mission. Because they want to 

do something about refugees. The first time they come for the mission, but the second 

time they come for the food. The food has to be excellent and authentic, no matter 

what. Authenticity is very important, and it feels homemade. It comes from the people 

that cook here. They’re cooking the dishes the way they cook for their families at home. 

This is what’s authentic about it. It hasn’t been developed and proved in restaurants. 

It’s the same recipes they use at home. We obviously ask how we can deliver to two 

hundred people, but the recipe is the same.” – WISSAM KAHI, CO-FOUNDER & COO OF 

OFFBEAT

“I learned to cook at home. I started at a very young age, naturally. The food I like to 

cook most at home is couscous. It’s easy to make. I’m not really cooking here, but I help 

in the kitchen. People like your food, they have different tastes but they like your food. 

For me cuisine is like an art itself. It is like painting. First you need to be talented, but 

you need to be a really good cook too. If you want to have an open mind, you need to 

share your cuisine with different people from different backgrounds. They might not like 

it necessarily, but at least you can try.” – CHEF BEHIA FROM OFFBEAT

“I started to cook in my country, learned from my family in Sudan. I was 21. As I learned 

how to cook, I started working in a restaurant.  My favorite food tradition from my 

culture is to prepare ‘Couscous de Manioc’ when someone is sick. It’s like a stew you 

cook with peanut butter.” - CHEF AMINAT FROM OFFBEAT
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america, is that you? dallas on my mind by rachel beene
open homes, open hearts by rose mcadoo
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a memory for sumac from... 
Brooklyn Decker

Brooklyn Decker is a former model and 
an actress recently appearing in Netflix’s 

“Grace and Frankie”.

the first of everything 

04/04

s u m a c108

The first thing I remember eating is my mom’s Cincinnati Chili. 
I was born in Ohio, home of Skyline Chili, and the recipe is a state secret. 
Somehow my mom got the recipe (30 years later and I still don’t know 
how) and raised us on it. It’s a beef based chili (no beans) that’s tangy, 
savory, with the perfect amount of heat. 
It’s served on a heaping pile of spaghetti noodles. 
That meal was the centerpiece of every holiday and camping trip for years. 
Humble, cozy, and surprising – just like mom.
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d a l l a s 
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m i n d 
words rachel beene

Searching for the true definition of American 
cuisine in some unusual places.

America, is that you? 

A CUISINE IS THE EMBODIMENT OF A PLACE AND A PEOPLE. A method of cooking that 

ties together a nation. If you had to nominate one city to carry the torch of “American 

cuisine”, it should be Dallas, Texas. But maybe for reasons you weren’t expecting.

Most people would start the Dallas food scene conversation by pointing to smoked 

meat or, perhaps, fried food. And they wouldn’t be completely wrong. But let’s dive 

a bit deeper and look at the shifting undercurrents that are changing not only what 

people eat but also how we understand “American food”. Before going any further, 

however, I’ll gladly admit that you can, indeed, find that sticky-finger barbecue to sink 

your teeth into and that gooey fried Oreo at the state fair that’s oh-so-wrong yet oh-so-

right, if so inclined. 

Texas is a big state with even bigger ideas, and Dallas is one of the fastest growing 

cities in the country. It channels that energy into redefining its ever-changing skyline, 

supporting one of the largest Arts Districts in America, and plowing forward with a 

10,000-acre nature park along the Trinity River hugging the city’s edge, estimated for 

completion in 2020. According to the US Census Bureau, the greater Dallas area is 

home to nearly 1 million immigrants, who compose 20% of the immigrant population of 

the entire state of Texas. THESE IMMIGRANTS MAKE UP ABOUT 25% OF THE ENTIRE DALLAS 

LABOR FORCE. The labor force needs to eat. And when they do, it is often food from 

home. The ethnic enclaves of Dallas read like a list of delegates to the United Nations: 

Little Pakistan, Little Iran, Little Arabia, Little Vietnam, Little Nepal, Little Ethiopia, and, 

of course, Little (read: giant) Mexico. For those of us Texans who have been here for 

a few more generations than our new American brothers and sisters, this has been a 

culinary awakening. 

Whether we want to admit it or not, American food exists. And it’s not just the 

controversially stereotypical pizza and cheeseburgers and apple pie. Though, as 

immigrant food fusion in their own right, they can certainly be included. American 

“For 
decades we 
were being 
conditioned 
as a society 
to stay busy. 
Too busy 
to cook or 
shop for 
yourself let 
alone for a 
family. The 
80s forced 
Americans 
to focus on 
making and 
spending 
money but 
food was 
not the 
focus.”
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cuisine is more than a set of staples; it’s a living, evolving process. It’s what happens 

when people from around the world bring their memories of fragrance-filled kitchens 

and spice-perfumed streets and late-night meals breaking bread with grandparents and 

siblings thousands of miles away, and they arrive on the shores of the United States 

(or Mexico, or Peru, or Canada, for that matter) longing for community and purpose, 

which are so deeply tied with food. In recreating community, they take those cherished 

traditions and build them back to life with whatever they can find. Ingredients that are 

available here. Starting with the heritage of our indigenous brothers and sisters who 

shepherded into modern times the cornerstone staples of American cuisine: corn, 

tomatoes, potatoes, beans, peppers, chocolate, and ingredients that are having their 

hipster renaissance like avocados, quinoa, açaí, and the like. What do you get when you 

mix Mediterranean wheat, cumin, and parsley with English cheddar cheese and sour 

cream, Indian turmeric, Texan beef, and Mexican chili peppers and cooking techniques? 

Taco Tuesday. I promise you, the tacos that the average Euro-American family in Ohio 

eats are a purely American Frankenstein. This same process created the Korean bulgogi 

taco trucks of Los Angeles and the Creole gumbos and jambalayas of New Orleans. 

American food is the synthesis of flavor and motion, and Dallas is leading the charge. 

Oh, and Dallas rent is cheap enough that chef’s can experiment with radical creativity 

without risking the farm. 

Let’s take a quick tour of some of my favorite innovators. In hip Deep Ellum, Bowls & 

Tacos offers a unique fusion of authentic MEXICAN STREET TACOS AND HAWAIIAN POKE 

BOWLS. Once inside the refurbished gas station you casually order from the counter in 

true street taco fashion. Handmade tortillas stuffed with tender meat like the pineapple 

al pastor de trompo - a derivative blend of tacos and shawarma, a cousin of Turkish 

döner kebabs and Greek gyros, introduced to Mexico by Lebanese immigrants - topped 

with pickled nopal cactus. Oh, and then fused with Hawaiian poke. Which is, in itself, 

a Japanese-American creation. When ordering a poke bowl don’t be surprised to find 

yourself drooling over the Texas Bowl - a perfect harmony of gulf shrimp, salmon, 

nopal cactus, avocado, Mexican cheeses, and crumbled tortilla. You’ll find top-notch 

local brews on tap as well, along with classic Mexican jarrito sodas to enjoy on the sun 

bathed patio.

Things are just getting warmed up because just across town in a popular and vibrant 

part of Dallas known as Lower Greenville, you’ll discover Gung Ho, a Chinese-American 

restaurant that will surprise your taste-buds with unique combinations like Pickled 

Veggie Egg Rolls in an herb buttermilk dressing or a whole fish with scallion pancakes 

and seasonal vegetables, perfect for sharing. It’s “east-meets-southwest”, and it could 

not be more delicious! 

BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE! At a tucked away street near Dallas’ popular uptown bar 

district you’ll find a charming Lebanese-Mediterranean restaurant named Babouch, a 

long-standing establishment that offers an intimate atmosphere with plenty of hookah to 

go around. Cushioned seating and lanterns casting shapes on the bright walls invite you 

to relax and order from their select menu offering dishes like dolma, falafel, olives, and 

spreads like a sweet tomato dip bursting with notes of orange and cinnamon, and baba 

ganoush perfectly blended with jalapeño and topped with pomegranate. Weekends 

have belly dancers performing along with live music filling the street with sounds and 

smells of faraway places. Yes, belly dancers in Dallas. And not in a tacky way.

Lastly, Cosmic Café, a two story vegetarian restaurant in Oak Lawn, is hard to miss. The 

exterior is decked out with murals and sacred symbology. Once inside you’ll find a cozy 

interior where no wall has been spared a colorful design. The menu is vegetarian, but 

patrons of all kinds come to eat the food and partake in the weekly activities like guided 

meditation, yoga, ecstatic dance, SUFI POETRY, AND EVEN LAUGHTER YOGA. The menu 

here mostly channels India, but it takes occasional liberties introducing local ingredients 

and spices and modern vegan flare.

So, what’s the point? Why do we see this renaissance taking place, not just in Dallas, but 

throughout cities across the United States? BECAUSE AMERICA IS CHANGING. AMERICANS 

ARE CHANGING. The way we look, the way we sound, and the way we eat. Always. It’s 

what makes us “American” and not “whatever it was that we were before we came 

here.” As a country defined by the fusion of immigrants with it’s native heritage, there’s 

no place better positioned to forge this trail of innovative, cosmopolitan-traditional 

fusion. It’s a tribute to the diverse people of this country, from the indigenous Americans 

to the immigrants that carried their cuisine from home to here, and the children of these 

immigrants that have taken their families recipes and made something new. Our world 

is becoming smaller. We have access to ingredients and methods that never would 

have mixed before. Cultural borders are being blurred, and the results are revealing 

themselves on our taste buds. When we eat together we share the act of nourishment. 

When we begin to realized how interconnected our food is to our culture we will truly 

begin to nourish a new American Cuisine. And if you want to see where we’ll go next, 

you need to eat in Dallas.

Why do we see this renaissance taking place, not 
just in Dallas, but throughout cities across the United 
States?

Rachel Beene is a singer-
actor-makeup artist 

extraordinaire, living in 
Dallas. 
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words rose mcadoo
collage sumac content studio

The stories of 
being welcomed 
through food. 

I AWOKE TO AN EMPTY APARTMENT AND A SINGLE SAUSAGE. The lone, room-temperature 

charcuterie taunted me as I stretched my tattered body across the couch. Strung from 

the nearest shop window for days, it was a most jovial breakfast-welcome to Rwanda. As 

I devoured it, alone, without silverware, I knew instantly that I was safe and cared for in 

this stranger’s home.

      

The stranger in question was Rod, the brother of my close friend whom I met during his 

difficult first days as a refugee in New York City. Always leading me to my next meal, 

Rod pulled me through the accosting midnight streets of Kigali and escorted me, with 

the grace of a true gentleman, aboard a beat-up bus in a dirt parking lot. When I asked 

what he was smiling about in his exchange with the other passengers, I learned I was 

to be his girlfriend for the next week. “It will be easier,” he promised, and continued 

holding my hand for the entire night’s journey. We arrived at an ungodly hour, stumbled 

through an eerily silent town, and knocked on a steel wall twice my height. A familiar 

smile glowed inside, and I finally met the woman who felt as much my mother as she 

was his. Without needing words to communicate, we were rushed to the table for boiled 

fish and tomato soup, boiled fresh beans, boiled potatoes, and tart pineapple. President 

Kagame’s face flickered in 24-bit color as we consumed countless cups of chai tea in 

front of the television until it was nearly morning. Warm spices flooded my tense body, 

and I understood that this was my home for as long as I wished it to be.

   

Even though backpackers typically ration by the ounce, mountaintop feasts have 

materialized out of thin air by combining what little can be spared. While surviving on 

$3 a day in the mountains of Central Africa, those three dollars have gone toward fresh 

produce and fish at the market to greet a house guest. For people who live alone in 

rural towns only accessible after days of travel, hosting a table full of strangers is worthy 

of celebration in its own right.

      

Welcoming strangers over food allows humanity to shine at its purest. When we lack 

stability, financial resources, or basic safety, we turn to community. Relationships - even 

new, transient ones - become our strongest asset. LOOK AROUND THE TABLE AT YOUR 

NEXT MEAL. The people sitting there are your support system, your advisors, your 

confidantes, your peers - even if only for five minutes while you inhale a taco on a 

Mexican street corner.

      

While traveling, being welcomed into a stranger’s life to share a meal teaches us the true 

definition of generosity and provides a rare opportunity to find common denominators 

with people around the world.
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Somewhere between Kenya and Uganda, mystery meat was served with the purest 

of intentions. A thirteen hour wait, an eleven hour bus ride, a two hour layover, a 

three hour boat trip, and a 45-minute motorbike ride later, I arrived on Mfangano, a 

mountainous island in Lake Victoria populated by 20,000 fishermen. We peeled our 

four bodies off the single-passenger engine, and I walked into the two-room home of a 

subsistence farmer, his two wives, and their collection of eleven children. Advice from a 

firm believer in food as connection: Never turn down a dish, and never ask what’s being 

served until you’re already eating it.

During our first meal, dozens of local elders came to greet me and share in our dense 

rice, brick of pounded cornmeal paste, cabbage sauteed in palm oil, and the pièce 

de résistance: sun-aged meat. What kind of meat? Nobody knew, but the second wife 

boasted that it had been aged at room temperature not once, but twice. “Delicious,” 

I nervously agreed as I swallowed a small second helping, warmly accepting their 

generosity in a place where I felt uneasy being alone. The following days resulted in 

a  tug-of-war over the medical kit between me and their firstborn son, and, much to 

my surprise, every penny of their impoverished means was spent nursing me back to 

health with fresh eggs, chicken stew, and imported mango juice. EVEN WHEN THE LOCAL 

STOMACH BUG HITS, THE TRAVELER HAS NO CHOICE BUT TO SETTLE IN FOR THE EXPERIENCE 

OF A LIFETIME.

Halfway around the world, 60-knot winds stranded every boat in the harbor of Ushuaia, 

Argentina - the planet’s southernmost city. Frustrated over a failed plan to hitchhike 

aboard a sailing vessel up the coast of Patagonia, I purchased a $4 bottle of Fernet 

Branca and a sleeve of plastic cups. A huge smile and many sloppy pours later, I was 

flipping crepes in the galley kitchen of a ship, trying to keep my balance as we were 

thrust to the cadence of the seas. Weather-beaten men flooded the stairwell and lodged 

themselves into the padded booth, which would, in a few hours, transform into beds 

for the seven-person crew. “Na zdrowie!” Glasses collided, overpowering the thunder 

on the other side of our steel skeleton. We stargazed from the crow’s nest at the end of 

the world and dined on a budget-restricted meal of crepes, boxed gingersnaps, stale 

crackers, bran loaf, plastic-wrapped cheese, and cheap scotch. A month later, I read of 

our same Polish crew setting the new world record for sailing the farthest south, and the 

taste of that evening’s salted crackers blurred my present senses.

The next morning, a woman received a call from a bus terminal 515 miles away. She 

began cooking. Eleven hours later, five mountain-dwellers appeared on her Chilean 

doorstep. Three bottles of red wine were immediately uncorked, and no less than fifteen 

dishes decorated the table. Despite our exhaustion, we couldn’t let the lavish trouble go 

to waste. WE FEASTED ON THE FINEST HOMEMADE PRESERVES - JAMS, CHUTNEYS, INFUSED 

OILS, AND CHIMICHURRI - ALONGSIDE FRIED CORN KERNELS, SEASONED NUTS, WARM ROLLS, 

AND FRESH DULCE DE LECHE. We awoke just a few hours later to the same set-up, with 

no dish repeated. We settled our full stomachs with a few rounds of mate tea, packed 

tight inside of a dried gourd and pulled hot through a metal straw. “If a stranger offers 

you a sip of his mate, you should accept. It’s normal to share here.” That sentiment has 

traveled with me ever since.

As I brushed my teeth in the open air, my attention drifted to a man nearby. His boot 

laces trailed behind him and his quarter-zip black fleece was pushed up around his 

elbows as he secured the top on his blue Nalgene water bottle. Catching my squinted 

gaze, he stared at me distinctly then called me by name. We had met, briefly and 

sleep-deprived, weeks prior in a hostel kitchen a million miles away. Shockingly, while 

backpacking in opposite trajectories, another country had dropped us into the same 

field. Thrilled at the serendipity of our circumstance, we dragged a frail picnic table 

between our ultra-light four-season tents and gathered together for dinner on the trail. 

Two others joined us, rounding out our ragtag group of three Americans, two Swiss, 

a Chilean, and a Frenchman. I desperately assembled my camp stove, boiling water 

and stirring in the finest café instantáneo. As our communal coffee mug traveled its 

own path, someone pulled out a rough hunk of smoked gouda - a rare, heavy luxury 

on a backcountry trek. The Swiss offered up half of a bar of milk chocolate, yet another 

happy surprise, and my comrades offered up our one spoon in between bites of salty 

seasoned rice with dehydrated vegetables. A FLASK APPEARED, THEN A MINIATURE 

BOTTLE OF RED WINE FROM THE ONLY MAN HIKING THESE SUMMITS IN DENIM JEANS. We 

exchanged stories late into the night, and spread ourselves thin on the dry soil, feeling 

closer than ever to the looming Southern Hemisphere sky above. The Frenchman turned 

out to be a brilliant astrophysicist, pointing us to the clouded appearance of a very 

newly discovered galaxy and guiding us through the key constellations of an unfamiliar 

atmosphere. The next morning required early alpine departures for our wordly collection 

of friends, so we awoke to an empty campsite, an empty chocolate wrapper, an empty 

miniature bottle of red wine, and very full hearts.

A year prior, I slipped past the heavyweight doors marking the border between 

“If a stranger offers you a sip 
of his mate, you should accept. 
It’s normal to share here.” That 
sentiment has traveled with me 
ever since.”

Rose McAdoo is the 
founder of Whisk Me 
Away Cakes, a company 
features artistic designs 
that tell stories about 
immigration reform, 
farming practices, 
and environmental 
protection. Through 
desserts, she gathers 
divers communities to 
engage in conversations 
that lead to advocacy, 
action, and change.
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the Dominican Republic and Haiti. I found myself in the home of a hardworking 

young woman, balancing her unorthodox roles as mother, sought-after nurse, and 

entrepreneur, hoping to build a homestay program to share her love of Haiti with 

the curious world. Quickly, I attempted to marry my French and Creole in some 

hybrid request to help in the kitchen, and I was put on dish duty, a place where I’m 

comfortable proving my worth. Immediately, there was talk of goat. Knowing the 

expense and amount of work that such a gesture would demand, I forcefully tried to 

decline. Nevertheless, a full goat was stewed and I dug in with enthusiasm. Ketchup and 

mayonnaise united in a stylistic choice reminiscent of Italy’s proudest tomato alfredo, 

and ripe plantains simmered in oil, browning themselves before a quick dip in the meaty 

stew. As my spoon found another helping, I found immediate - albeit temporary - family.

As I’ve backpacked, trekked, trained, bussed, hitchhiked, and boated to some of the 

world’s most remote regions, I’ve consistently found that the less a person has in their 

possession, the more generous they are with all they offer. CURRENTLY IN THE UNITED 

STATES, WE’RE ENTANGLED AMIDST A GOVERNMENT THAT SPIKES VULGAR REFERENCES TO 

COUNTRIES SUPPOSEDLY LESS FORTUNATE THAN OURS. Yet, my countless welcome meals 

abroad have taught me more about hospitality than even the finest establishments in 

New York.

Cooking and eating alongside a stranger demands trust, open-mindedness, and 

humility. Around the world, our gratitude, joy, and hope shine most clearly through 

shared meals. Even if it is just a single sausage. 

“Advice from a firm believer in 
food as connection: Never turn 
down a dish, and never ask what’s 
being served until you’re already 
eating it”
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my childhood love for 
infomercial food products
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I LOVED THEIR HUCKSTER CHARM AND FRANTIC ENERGY. From José Eber’s hair extensions 

to Ginsu knives, but I only truly coveted the products of one infomercial svengali: Ron 

Popeil. He seemed to have all the answers, for a reasonable fee. He seemed to know 

best. And why shouldn’t he? In his six-decades-long career Popeil was responsible for 

popularizing products like the Chop-O-Matic, Pocket Fisherman, Spray On Hair, and 

other essential, life-bettering contraptions that could be ours for just four easy payments 

of $39.95. He ascended from an abandoned, impoverished youth to a celeb-elbowing 

millionaire on his own merits as a first-rate pitchman. He coined the phrase, “Set it and 

forget it,” and now, whenever someone insists, “It’s just that easy,” it’s because Ron 

Popeil said it first.

The first of his empire of infomercials to capture my attention was Popeil’s Automatic 

Pasta Maker. The claim was irresistible: with just flour, water, eggs, and oil, anyone - 

even a kid like me - could make fresh pasta from scratch! Popeil astonished his goofy, 

big-haired, puffy-sleeved buddy Nancy (our ‘everyman’ foil), the studio audience, and 

me with this revelation. I HAD NEVER BEFORE CONSIDERED THE IDEA THAT PASTA WAS 

SOMETHING THAT COULD BE MADE, LET ALONE THOUSANDS OF VARIETIES OF IT, IN JUST THREE 

MINUTES. To me, pasta was born in a box and came to life in a pot of boiling water 

before cozying up to a ladle full of Ragu Old World Style. I didn’t know I could even 

want anything else. Just a few seconds into his spiel, Popeil informs Nancy that this 

machine will make a mind-boggling array of pasta: carrot pasta, spinach pasta, lemon 

pepper pasta, and even pastas that no one ever asked for, like Indian curry pasta and 

Russian borscht pasta. He calmly croons to the audience over the deafening whir of five 

pasta makers cranking out knobby noodles at once, “How many people in my audience 

have vegetable juice extractors at home?” Every hand goes up. Heaven help you if you 

have to juice your spinach in the blender like some sort of monster. 

I memorized the infomercial: Ron’s part, Nancy’s part, commentary from the audience, 

the voice over guy. If I wanted to own this precious commodity, as surely I must, I was 

going to need to be every bit as convincing as the pitchmaster, Mr. Ron Popeil himself. 

And armed with this script, I began my campaign. I started with my stepmom, Ginger: 

“Did you know you could make pasta from scratch in just three minutes?” She didn’t, 

she murmured in acknowledgement, nor did she seem particularly interested. “And 

you can save a ton of money. Fresh pasta is so expensive if you buy it in the store! 

We can make it for $.25 to $.30 a pound!” “But we don’t buy fresh pasta.” “But fresh 

pasta is so healthy! You can make thousands of varieties of fresh pasta with the Popeil’s 

Automatic Pasta Maker! And it’s good for your cholesterol!” Admittedly, I didn’t know 

what cholesterol was, but this seemed to gain some traction, so I kept going: “We could 

be eating fresh rigatoni for dinner tonight in less time than it takes to order take out!” 

Maybe that caught her attention, but I couldn’t tell. I knew I still had work to do, so, 

trapped in the car with me, my Dad became my next unwitting audience. This went on 

for the better part of the summer and into the fall. 
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In the mid nineties I had a weird obsession. Weird for a 
nine year old at least. Up late and unattended, I would 
watch any infomercial I could get my eyeballs on. And 
when I say watch, I mean devour, and when I say devour, 
I mean memorize and repeat to myself while doing boring 
things like riding in a car or listening to grown-ups. 

“[...] here I 
am, nine years 
old, extruding 
noodles like 
a real chef on 
my proto-
Arco Baleno. 
Wouldn’t Papa 
Popeil be so 
proud of me? “
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Breaking up because of food is the ultimate food fight. 
And, hey, at least it doesn’t leave a stain on your shirt.

By the time November rolled around, they knew as much of the script as I did, but they 

had given no indication whatsoever that it had motivated them to break free of their 

typical thirty-minute dinner shackles in favor of what was clearly faster, healthier and, 

let’s not forget, a huge financial savings. But at some point, Dad and Ginger must have 

talked the whole thing out. They swapped stories after my bedtime and realized that 

they would never shut me up without forking over $160 plus shipping and handling on 

the thing and calling it a Christmas present, and that’s exactly what they did. When I 

opened up a large, lone box that Christmas morning, I realized: THIS is why they call it 

Christmas morning! This thrill may never be matched again. AND HERE I AM, NINE YEARS 

OLD, EXTRUDING NOODLES LIKE A REAL CHEF ON MY PROTO-ARCO BALENO. Wouldn’t Papa 

Popeil be so proud of me? * 

The pasta is a vague memory now, eclipsed by the pure pleasure of owning the machine 

itself. I only ever used my prize once. That was enough to satisfy whatever yearning 

I had. It took up an ungodly amount of space in the cabinet for six months and then 

went to live the rest of its undignified life in the basement where it collected mouse 

turds and looked at us accusingly whenever we went down there looking for something 

else.  But, as they say in the world of infomercials, that’s not all. Essentially satisfied 

by the acquisition of the pasta maker, it was time to set my sights on a new prize: 

The Ronco Electric Food Dehydrator. At this point, I was closer to 11 or 12, and I had 

shrewdly identified that my stepmother was as big of a mark as I was. I wouldn’t need to 

memorize anything this time. I’d just have to time things right, get her in front of the TV 

around 11:00 pm, and Ron Popeil would handle the rest. And of course he did. 

We became the proud new owners of a food dehydrator. We could dehydrate fruit and 

put it in our own homemade trail mix! WE COULD START HIKING TRAILS! WE COULD SUCK 

THE LIFE OUT OF BEEF TENDERLOIN AND PRODUCE OUR OWN LEATHERY JERKY! YOU KNOW, 

FOR THE TRAILS. And so we did make beef jerky, and it was addictive and savory and 

chewy and wonderful. 

So, in our own kind of epic adventure, the family packed up our minivan and headed 

from Roanoke, Virginia to Charlotte, North Carolina for a Jimmy Buffet concert, with 

jerky as our fuel. We ate it all. Even after we knew it was a bad decision, we kept going 

back for bag after bag of the stuff. We harnessed our meat sweats, set up our camping 

chairs, and for the better part of Buffet, we took turns scurrying to Blockbuster Pavilion’s 

porta potties to shit our brains out.  This is probably why we don’t do the whole ‘trail’ 

thing in my family. We get it really wrong. That was the last time we ever used the Ronco 

Electric Food Dehydrator, and it too was relegated to life in the basement. But, while his 

inventions went on to lead lonely lives next to the treadmill and the typewriter, Popeil’s 

work was done. He had inspired in me a love of culinary showmanship and the vague 

idea that I could make food, from fresh pasta to dried meat- for myself, with or without 

the assistance of gadgets. It was just that easy. 

“We harnessed 
our meat 
sweats, set up 
our camping 
chairs, and 
for the better 
part of Buffet, 
we took turns 
scurrying to 
Blockbuster 
Pavilion’s porta 
potties to shit 
our brains out.  
This is probably 
why we don’t 
do the whole 
‘trail’ thing in 
my family.”
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“Studies 
suggest, 
however, that 
oysters will 
not lube up 
your libido. 
But sharing 
food might. 
If cooking 
together could 
be considered 
foreplay, 
cookbooks 
could be akin 
to sex toys. “

“Supermarkets 
can become 
breakup 
depots. 
Arguments 
are well in 
stock in every 
aisle. Pasture 
raised and 
treated with 
organic passive 
aggression.”

It seems silly to matter. But that doesn’t make it easier to digest.

Food has long been considered an aphrodisiac. A lust booming tool that evokes sexual 

passion between partners. Studies suggest, however, that oysters will not lube up 

your libido. But sharing food might. If cooking together could be considered foreplay, 

cookbooks could be akin to sex toys. And so I stocked up in an effort to save our 

relationship one dinner for two at a time. MAYBE IF STRUGGLING COUPLES HUDDLE OVER A 

POT OF BOILING POTATOES THE SPARKS FROM THE GAS STOVE COULD BECOME FIREWORKS.

Bonding over food has a neurological basis, according to a study published in The Royal 

Society that analyzed neurochemical signals in the urine of wild chimpanzees. It showed 

that “oxytocin levels following food sharing were higher than following grooming, 

another cooperative behaviour. Therefore, food sharing in chimpanzees may play a key 

role in social bonding” (Witting et al., 2014). Sharing food and participating in the ritual 

of it all is in our most basic nature as mammals to form long-term bonds. You did not 

have to send my urine to a lab to indicate that my levels of oxytocin were low.

Around this time, I interrupted our relationship to work on a farm in Italy for three 

months. I lived in a medieval dorm which sounds like a dungeon but was actually 

a culinary fairytale. Each one of my new friends was a mentor, a collaborator, and 

unbeknownst to them, my prince charming. We spent nights and weekends as gastro 

geeks. We made burgers from spare pig ears and feet not being used by the butchers. 

We Frankensteined sourdough starter from the Sangiovese grapes lulling in the 

vineyard. Often we drank too much wine and decided to roll bagels at 2 am. The next 

morning someone would fry the green tomatoes we had stuffed into our coat pockets 

when we were taking down the tomato fencing. Next to them, someone else bathed 

eggs in a pool of oil until the egg whites were set and the rim was so crispy their edges 

looked so sharp it could slice you. Everybody who cooked and ate there shared a love 

and was loved. If I could stay in that medieval kitchen forever, even with the stinky 

compost buckets under the clogged and gurgling sink, I would.

This is when Jamie started to hate me and told me I was being selfish. And maybe I was. 

But I had never felt this way before. Which might have said more than I wanted it to.

I eventually managed to strap myself into Alitalia’s economy class and return to the 

same old city. But then I made new friends. They grew rooftop gardens and knew where 

to find fig trees in Cobble Hill. Suddenly my boyfriend’s inability to identify a fig leaf 

was a turnoff. Science further justifies the decay of a relationship at the hand of food. 

A study published in the journal Appetite indicates, “Dining customs seem to be an 

important part of the romantic partners’ daily routine and therefore form a substantial 

element of their cohabitation. However, dining customs can change over time as 

partners constantly influence each other” (White et al., 1991). 

IT WAS A HUMID SUMMER AND BERRIES WERE DECORATING BUSHES LIKE ORNAMENTS ON A 

TREE. When I spotted some on a walk with my boyfriend, he took a look at the magenta 

fruit and then at me. “You do you,” he advised before leaving a path of footprints in the 

late June mud. Unfortunately for us, that’s exactly what I did.

In an age of relationships ending over suspicious social media behavior, it was a 

raspberry bush that wedged its thorns between us. The end of it all started on a 

diverging path, which was so poetic that it felt even more like a slap in the face. 

JAMIE CAME INTO MY LIFE OVER OYSTERS AND AN OLD-FASHIONED. He was great in the 

beginning. I like to equate that to starting a bag of dark chocolate covered pretzels. 

You’re first struck by the perfect balance of textures and flavors. And it casts you under 

a spell that keeps your hand mechanically dipping back in. Jamie knew where the 

best carrot cake was on the Upper East Side. He liked kimchi in his grilled cheese. We 

planned on seeking out the remaining diners in Brooklyn and Manhattan, unearthing the 

best Belgian waffles to stick silverware into, together. I wanted more of him. 

Eventually, the bag of chocolate pretzels grows uninteresting and maybe, even, 

sickening. Jamie would obediently arrive in the kitchen where dinner was being 

prepared and ask if he could assist. There would be an onion that needed dicing. He 

would coarsely chop it, clearly revealing he did not pay attention at all to my demo. 

But when we went out to eat spicy noodles, we both still tried to remain suave while 

attempting to hold back the snot threatening to flush out of our nostrils like water 

thrusting against a weak dam. Then, he started sending me pictures of his meals at the 

diners we picked out to experience together. I got a picture of an egg cream with one 

straw in it. The middle finger of libations. I was starting to speculate that he didn’t care 

much at all about food, or sharing it. BUT CAN SLURPING MILKSHAKES WITHOUT ME BE 

CONSIDERED A FORM OF CHEATING? 

Why did it burn like hearing he was flirting with somebody else? 

bites of humor
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I HAD CHANGED.

I EAT FIGS NOW.

Supermarkets can become breakup depots. Arguments are well in stock in every aisle. 

Pasture raised and treated with organic passive aggression. Couples tend to form when 

the two partners share a taste in something. But when couples face a literal difference 

in diet,  tension seeps in. If you think financial differences can breakup a relationship, try 

picking out what kind of ground chicken to use on chili night.

Those berries aren’t just juicy orbs of insignificance. 

No, they could arguably be just as important as every beat of the heart. 

Those single straw milkshakes? It might not look like anything but it is as jarring as a 

waving red flag. Berries were continuing to appear on bushes throughout early summer. 

The farmshare where I was then working introduced me to people whose eyes went 

wild over how electrifying the juices were. One member arrived to collect his share in a 

white shirt that had been dyed in splotches of red and blue and pink. He had heard of a 

wine berry infestation in Washington Heights. He was going to try and make wine from 

the harvest that had him battling mangled thorns in the wilderness and questionable 

terroir of the Hudson River shoreline. A DIRTY SHIRT HAD NEVER LOOKED SO SEXY.

Which leads me back to that path we took while walking back to his family’s house from 

town in the Hudson Valley. I spotted the raspberries, glowing, radiant and tempting. I 

gasped like it was 1962 and Paul McCartney cut in front of me. I squealed, “BERRIES!” 

Jamie contained a stoic stature. “Let’s pick some!” I continued to shriek, imagining 

the pie or the compote or the jam we could conjure from these magenta jewels. But 

as I looked up to gauge his interest, I found him yards ahead of me. “You do you,” he 

shouted the infamous phrase back at me, swatting his arm above his head like waving 

away an annoying mosquito buzz.

Then the fighting began. Finally he shouted about a recent trip to an orchard, “IT 

WASN’T FUN FOR ME.” I looked at him like the kind of cruel pest that decimates a 

farmer’s crop. He might like spicy noodles and apple cider donuts. (He’s not a monster.) 

But our compatibility is as organic as a GMO treated ruby red imported strawberry in 

the dead of a Northeast winter. We looked good on display. But there was no nutritional 

value. You can’t make someone have fun at the strawberry field. 

We stopped sharing food and the experiences built around it. Our paths separated.

Sometimes the conclusion of a relationship is not as sweet as the berry cobbler 

you came to collect. Fighting over fruit might seem an irrational reason to end a 

relationship. But it’s a reason as old as time. ADAM AND EVE CAME TO A FORK IN THEIR 

RELATIONSHIP OVER AN APPLE, LEST WE FORGET FOOD’S ROLE IN A RELATIONSHIP. 

My breakup food of choice? 

A bucket of freshly collected wild berries.

“Our 
compatibility 
is as organic 
as a GMO 
treated ruby 
red imported 
strawberry in 
the dead of 
a Northeast 
winter. We 
looked good 
on display. 
But there was 
no nutritional 
value.”
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the last word.

Simple is good. Simple is hard. Keep everything simple. 

The dish. The table. The welcoming. The serving. The gesture.

Taking the order. Getting the check. All must be simple. 

Never talk about work at home. Never talk about home at work. 

Take one night off every week from everything, no matter what, go to your local fish guy, ask him how his 

family is doing, make sure to tip him well, get a seasonal local fish, and cook it lightly with olive oil. 

If you are not enjoying whatever you are doing, quit now, and start from the beginning. 

Repeat this, when necessary..

İbrahim Bahtiyar was a restaurateur from Istanbul, Turkey. 

His restaurant, Kolaro, stayed open from 1954 till 1980, was a status symbol for governors, politicians, 

and businessmen. 

It was only open from Monday to Friday between 11 am - 4 pm.

Affable and charming, it was known for simple yet rich dishes, professional yet friendly services.

He was never seen at Kolaro without wearing a tie and a handkerchief.

He died in April 2019 at the age of 98. 

He enjoyed his last months still listening to Turkish-Greek songs on the radio, enjoying lamp chop 

and a local fish once a week while sipping his raki. 

This one is for you, grandpa.
Şerefe!

As always,

ali tufan koç
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